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Suzanne Berger 
October 1976 

Four months after the critical elections of June 1976, the Italian 

political· and economic situation looks to a foreigner not so much different 

. as worse. Certainly, important new elements have emerged out of the elec-

tions and out of the government-opposition relationships that have developed 

'in their wake. But the impact Of what is new in the current situation has 

by and large been to reveal the depth and intrac.tability of Italy's basic 

troubles. , Despite hopeful signs in the performance of government and in 

the public response to the announced austerity measures, nothing yet has 

changed that is likely to reverse economic decline and political paralysis. 

· Indeed, some of the changes since the elections may make pol1-tical and· 

economic problems more difficult to resolve. 

First, the immediate consequence of the elections was to contribute 

to a further rigidification of the political system. The elections, pro-

voked by the Socialists in order to break a stalemate on the abortion issue 

and on economic policy, have in fact created more problems than they solved, 

for the returns strengthened both the Christian Democrats and the Communists 

and drastically reduced the minor parties on which the coalitions and flexi-

bility of the past three decades depended; The losses of the small parties 

that had been regular alliance partners of the DC now make it impossible 

to build a center-right coalition, while the Socialists' failure to advance 

has strengthened their opposition to returning to center-left alliances, 

The bipolarization of Italian politics, far from simplifying the problem 

of creating a viable government, .has made it more difficult. The resemblances 

' to Britain, West Germany,· and the United 'States, where dominant two-party 

systems have produced a stable alternation between government and majority 
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parties, are misleading in the Italian case, for here ~here is no consensus 

on the legitimacy of part:i.cipation in government of the major opposition 

party, the Communists. Leaving aside the question of international reaction 

i to a Communist government in Italy, even for many Italians the Communists 
' 
· · do not represent an acceptable alternativ'l to Christian Democratic rule. 

While the presence of Communists in the presidency of the ASsembly and at 

the head of important parliamentary commissions suggests. some significant 

· new measure of acceptance and recognition of their national role, still, 

participation in government seems. to represent a symbolic threshhold which 

·the Communists are no closer to surmounting than before the elections. The 

apparent success w~th which the DC stressed anti-communist themes in its 

electoral campaign and the re-entry of the Church into the arena with warn-

ings about Communism all indicate that the issue of the .integration of the 

Communists into the political system is far from resolution. Given the 

erosion of the small parties and the continuing exclusion of the Communists, 

the area of maneuver for DC governments continues to shrink. As the proponents 
-- --~-------

of early elections had hoped, the elections did indeed serve to reveal the 

real relation of. forces among the parties,. but the great clarification has 

made government more difficult than ever. 

The second major change resulting from the elections has been in the 

PCI's role in government. Here, too, the impact of a new fact-- the PCI's 

7% increase over its 1972 vote to 34.4% of the electorate -- has been to 

reinforce and accelerate a process already long in the making. The PCI's 
; . 

new leadership role in the Parliament and• the increased frequency and publi-

city of the.government's negotiations with the .PCI amount to open recogni-

tions of the Communists' critical role ini making the system work. While 
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the PCI decision to abstain in the vote of confidence on the Andreotti 

government and the DC consent to Communists in key parliamentary positions 

are events of considerable symbolic significance, in fact the PCI has been 

providing major support to the DC in Parliament -- and the DC has been 

accepting it -- for a 'long time. (In the postwar period, the Communists 

have supported three-quarters of all legislation, and in the past few years, 

the rate of PCI support has been even higher.) 

The new relationship between the PCI and the government has had some 

advantages for both sides. For the Christian Democrats, it has meant the 

possibility of forming a government with the old cast of characters and the 

opportunity to use PCI support for austerity measures as a way of neutraliz-

ing union opposition. For the Communists, the new state of affairs has meant 

a step towards recognition of a legitimate role in national government that 

looks like progress towards the compromesso storico. But what is striking, 

after only a few months of the experiment, is how little the new arrangements 

have solved and how unstable cooperation on this level is likely to be in 

the long run. For the DC, which at this point appears to have won the lion's 

share of the benefits of the deal, the relationship with the PCI means a 

continuation of a high level of intraparty fighting over this issue. Many 

of the new men elected on DC lists in Jun.e appear to. be lining up with the 

• 
wing of the party that has most strongly .opposed concessions to the Communists 

on governmental participation, and the strength of this faction means that 

the Andreotti government remains very vulnerable.to sabotage from within 

the party. 

Moreover, what the government most needs from the Communists --keeping 

the labor movement quiet -- seems more and more problematic. Despite the 

'· 

extract compensations 
or counterparts for 

sacrifices that will largely be paid by the lower and middle cl asses. 

restiveness of party members and 
This situation is reflected in the 

growing 

in the rising level of protest from the unions. 0 1· 
ne ~ne of criticism within the 

. party has been to argue that the 
seve. rity of th 

e econo.mic crisis and the k 
ind of austerity 1· make po ~cies needed 

it impossible to distribute economic 
counterparts to the working class. 
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government's apparent success in getting PCI support for major aspects of 

the austerity program, opposition from the labor movement is rising. The 

unions have made important concessions to the government, particularly on 

the wage freeze, and their willingness to sacrifice points long held to be 

central to union programs cin hardly imagined without the Communists' direct 

part in negotiating the austerity package. But it is not at all clear how 

much more the Communists will be able to deliver on the labor front. The rad-

icalization of the UIL,-the mushrooming of "independent" unions, and the 

increasing level of discontent in the two major union federations are evidence 

that the DC will not be able to count on the PCI's controlling labor unrest. 

And so the pay-offs from the new relationship of publicly-acknowledged ne

gotiations with the PCI may well diminish for the DC in the period ahead. 

For the Communists, the battle over whether the costs of the new arrange

ment outweigh the benefits has already begun. The advantages-have largely 

been reaped in the form of recognition and legitimation of an enlarged share 

of PCI power in national government, while the price continues to be paid 

in the form of PCI support for the government's economic policy. Though the 

_PCI has had the satisfaction of being directly and'openly consulted by the 

government on the austerity measures, the concessions it has been able to 

wrest for the working class have been small. The PCI has not been able to 

extract compensations or counterparts for sacrifices that will largely be paid 

by the lower and middle classes. This situation is reflected in the growing 

restiveness of party members and in the rising level of protest from the 

unions. One line of criticism within the party has been to argue that the 

severity of the economic crisis and the kind of austerity policies needed 

make it impossible to distribute economic counterparts to the_ working class. 
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But in exchange for the party's assuming responsibility for these sacrifices, 

and in order· to guarantee that they in fact contribute to establishi.ng a 

more productive economic system, the PCI ought to have:' a more direct role 

in government. Another group of critics in the party argue th'at the party 

. ' ' 
has already gone too far in assuming responsibility for the government's 

program and iri abdicating its appositional role •. The prospects of partici- • 
L. 

pation in government are distant, and so· if the party continues to allow 

itself to be coopted into measures to refloat the system, it will succeed 

only in losing the support of the masses, 
. i. 

'o' 

However opposed these two positions may be on party strategy1
, · they 

both agree on the instability of the current situation and on the' dangers 

to the party of continuing relations with the governmertt on the. model of the · · 

past 'four months. The dangers are most obvious in the unions, where leaders 

~:ho had subscribed to the Communist view about the necessity of subordinating 

· ·demands for higher wages to .programs to re launch investment, employment, and 

restructuring of industry are coming under attack from their own members.. In 

a union movement in which the possibilities for transmission of demands from 

the base to the top have been increased over the past decade by democrat!:-

_zation, it will be harrl for leaders to hold out against strong grass-roots 
-·-----

pressure. The big unions also for the first time face a real threat from 

the rapid growth of independent unions, outside the major federa.tions, that 

reject "global" societal programs and·focus narrowly on the bread and butter 

·demands of their own members. Since these independents are having their great-

est successes in organizing better-paid workers and middle-class employees, 

the threat that the unions and the Communists perceive is not only one of 

encroachment on their membership, but even more menacing, of a mobilization 

. ,. -~ ---. · .. ; 

.I 
I 

'-·. 
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of the middle-class on ~orporatist, right-wing lines. It is hardly surprising 

that the Left, deeply marked by the experience of fascism, sees the develop-

ment of these unions with extreme alarm. 

The second and more long-term danger from the PCI perspective is that 

the current relationship, far from representing the first step towards 

compromesso storico, is a st<:p that leads nowhere, and that the party will 

end up being used by the Christian Democrats. How high one estimates this 

risk depends on how likely. or u~likely one considers some form of compromesso 

storico in the foreseeable future. While it is difficult, for this foreigner 

at least, to understand how the PCI sees this issue, one can list some of the 

reasons why groups in the PCI may believe or come to believe that the 

compromesso storico is highly improbable in the next few years. These rea-

sons fall into three general classes: first, as mentioned above, the oppo-

sition of non-Communist Italians to PCI participation in government-con-

tinues to be quite high and. in the DC in particular, there are no signs of 

a shift in the balance of power within the party that might favor such an 

outcome. - ' 
. I 

Secondly, the international reactions to a Communist participation in 
' I. 

I 

government would likely be so negative as to be greatly disruptive to any 

Italian government that attempted the experiment. The international response 

to the election of Communists to leadership positions in the Parliament does 

not provide contrary evidence, since in the eyes of the foreign countries 

with most impact on the fortunes of Italy, the symbolic significance of minis-

~erial posts .:i.n government is of altogether different magnitude than that 

of parliamentary posts. While it is true that foreign reaction to the Italian 

Communists has gradually become less hostile and likely that a Democratic 

L 
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administration in the United States would be less actively antagonistic than 

its predecessor, still, one should judge cautioHsly the changes that·. have 

taken place and be wary of underestimating the deep suspicions that remain. 

Even among those in the American foreign policy establishment who understand 

the PC! fairly well and who are most open to the prospect of an Italian 

government with Communist ministers, there remain two fundamental sticking 

points. First, it is believed that with Communists in government the status 

of the NATO bases in Italy would almost surely have to change, if only to 

reduce the privileges Americans now enjoy on them to a level more consistent 

with those exercised in other NATO countries. While it is possible to ima

gine some accommodation on this issue, almost any compromise would represent 

something less desirable from the U.S. point of view than the current status. 

}fure important, even for relatively sympathetic American observers, famil

iar both with the PCI's frequent statements over the years about its commit-. 

ment to political pluralism and with PC! behavior in the cities and regions 

it governs, the party's rules and practices with respect to its own internal 

governance arouse deep concern. The party's continuing refusal to allow the 

organization of opposition within the party, the relatively constrained 

character of individual. expressions of opposition ·Within the party, and the 

secrecy that surrounds the process of decisionmaking at the top all suggest 

that democratization of the party is still very limited. Without any illu

sions about the democratic character of intraparty decisionmaking in the 

other Italian parties, one can still wonder whether a party whose commitment 

to living with opposition within its own ranks is so weak would be willing 

to live with it.within the system at large, On this point, the party's 

response that democratic centralism assures the PC! ~ higher degree of ef

ficacy than other Italian parties is not. a response that provides much 
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reassurance to those who fear, precisely, that when and if pluralism and ef-

fective action came into.-conflict, the party once in power would be prepared 

to sacrifice the former for the latter. For these reasons and others, in the 

United States and in the rest of Western Europe, the international response 

to a compromesso storico continues to be very negative. 

Finally, not only the likelihood but the desirability of entering the 

government in the near future will surely be a point that is increasingly· called 

into question within the PCI. As it becomes clearer that the revival of the 

American and German economies will not rescue the Italian economy from its 

deep crisis, Communists are bound to question what role they should play in 

a period of austerity, deflation, and decline. The prospects for the 

Italian economy are grim, for its chief problems --- the weakness of invest-

ment over the past decade, the failure to develop new middle-range technolo-

gies, the increasing competition Italy faces from less-developed countries 

in export markets based on products using cheap labor, the high price of 

labor in Italy's modern sector, enormous public indebtedness --- are not likely 

to respond to policy over the short-term. Many of the most negative .aspects 

of the economic situation will be extremely difficult to reverse. For ex-

ample, while government plans for industrial reorganization remain vague 

and rhetorical, a real restructuring has been taking place, -wi-th .a_ decentral-

ization of production out of large plants with high-wage, unionized workers 

into small shops with more flexible, less well-organized and less well-paid 

labor forces. Both with respect to social justice and to increasing produc-

tivity in the economic system in general, such a development has largely 

perverse effects, as Giorgio Fua has shown in his recent work on employment 

and productivity (1976). But to reverse this trend would,. at this point, 

' 
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require major structural changes in the economy. In brief, even on the 

most optimistic of views, a long,:.hard period lies ahead. The economic crisis, 

like the elections, has revealed more problems than it created. While the 

structural problems of the Italian economy are far more visible than before, 

they are not any the more tractable. 

For all of these reasons, domestic and international, it is quite likely 

that the belief that entry into government is within reach and the desire to seize 

such an opportunity when presented are both likely to decline in the PCI. 

If this proves to be the case, then PCI commitment to the current relation-

ship with the government is likely to become more contingent on substantial 

policy concessions and its ··general support for the government may already 

have peaked. 

In sum, to a foreign observer of the Italian scene in the fall of 1976, 

the relationship between the DC and the PCI seems more likely to wane than to 

flourish, and the instability of the current Italian political situation 

appears its most salient feature. And yet, it is even more difficult to 

see what real alternatives either side has to a continuation of the ·present 

relationship. 

• 
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ITALIAN ECONOMIC-SITUATION :'THE-CURRENT OUTLOOK 

Professor Marcello de Cecco. 
I 

The judgement of th~ current economic situation in Italy de-

pends on what data one wants to consider important. 

A look at industrial production figures, for instance, will 

reveal that Italian ·industry has abundantly come out of the doldrums 

of the slump the international economy suffered in 1974 and 1975 . 
. 

The peak levels of .1974 were regained in the· first half of 1976 and the 

general industrial production index is now, at the close of 1976, quite 

a bit higher than that. No other European country has done as well. 

This is particularly true of the countries members of the "snake". 

The same applies to unemployment figures. Italian unemployment 

figures are notoriously unreliable, but one can confidently assrime 
. -

that they understimate in slump as well as in boom. Overall, therefore, 

the official data can be taken as an indicator of some sort. If we 

believe them, we see that Italy went through the slump without resor-
-. ---- ,. 

ting to much adjustment in employment. The OECD current figure of 

3.5% of total labour force out of work in Italy compares very favourably 
• 

with other Eurppean countries, where unemployment went much higher in 

the course of the slump and remains high, particularly ·in the case of 

the countries members of the "snake", Belgium and the Netherlands being 

the greatest sufferers. 
·-- -

At the· close of .197 6, therefore, the Italian production situation 

looks quite buoyant, and the same is true of the employment situation. 

Shortages are occurring in many sectors, industrial workers are in 

great demand and it is not unsafe to assert that unemployment almost 

OUESTA PWBBliCAZlCI'-JE E Dl PROPRIET~ 
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exclusively concerns high school leavers and particular areas. 

On the export front, the news is equally satisfactory. Italian 

exports are not gaining a greater share of the internationa~ market, 

but they are expanding at the same rate as world trade. Some black 

spots exist like the stagnation of automobile and chemical exports, 
I 

but in sectors as different as textiles and machine tools the situation 

is very good and in sectors where Italy traditionally dominates the 

international market, like footwear, leather goods, furniture, the 

front seems to be held quite successfully against the feared competition 

·of the developing countries. 

Enough about positiY,e data. A very different picture from the 

rosy one which I have just painted can be sketched using other figures. 

Those concerning prices, for instance, are the most discouraging. 

The growth rate of retail prices remains, at about j7% for 1976, very 

far from that obtained in the countries of the EEC (with the exception 
-~------~ _._. ___ _ 

of the U.K.). Again, with the exception of Britain, the fall in the 

international value of t~e Italian currency has no comparison with 

that of other European countries. Another negative statistic is that 

of imports. The income elasticity of Italian imports is now menacingly 

high. This is rather bad, particularly in view of the fact that Italy 

has a very slim foreign exchange reserve (one month of imports, or 

even less) an~ has to consider as non-usable, because of the well-

known U. s. policy vis-a-vis gold, it,s gold reserves. The current 

account deficit of Italian payments is also made worse by the almost 

absolute freedom Italians have enjoyed (at least since 1945) to speculate 

. . - ,.. 
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against their currency. Control over visible, invisible, and 

·financial transactions has traditionally been S?oradic at best, non

existent at worst. 

The gap between foreign receipts and payments abroad has been 

filled, in the last few years, with the help of foreign loans, to the 

tune of about 17 million dollars. This recourse to foreign loans is 

traditional in Italian history and has become again mandatory after 

the well-known rise in oil prices. Up to then, to balance receipts 

and payments and to allow, at the same time, wealthy Italians the 

privilege of exporting their assets abroad had been possible, if in

creasingly difficult, for the Italian authorities, They had succeeded 

mainly because they forced, whenever necessary, Italian industrialists 

and traders to provisionally repatriate part of their foreign financial 

holdings, by sharp domestic credit squeezes which, in view of the 

extremely high level of short-term indebtedness of Italian industry 

and trade, had almost immediate effect, thus not costing very much in 

terms of production and employment. 

Since 1973, this rather peculiar way of managing Italy's balance 

of payments has shown the thread. The course of the lira on the 

foreign exchanges has become unequivocally downwards, since the now. 

structural trade disequilibrium was so large that to correct it would 

have meant cuts in demand and employment on a scale which the delicate 

Italian political balance could not have survived. Reasonably balanced 

budgets and low growth rates of the price level were also unashamedly 

sacrificed. 
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In short, Italy was, in the 1970's in no position to insulate 

itself from the inflationary push given to the world economy by two 
' 

successive dollar devaluations and by th~nsuing bagarre in the primary 

commodities markets of which oil is only the most important one, and 

the best known. It could not successfully stick to the "European 

Snake" especially beGause it had no foreign workers to send home and 

it was too crucially dependent on imported raw materials. Italyi.is 

the most efficient user of energy among the industrialised countries, 

but it imports more than 80% of the energy it uses. There was no way 

of going around this fact, at least in the short run. In addition, 

Italy has sacrificed its~self-sufficiency in agricultural production 

in the name of the EEC' s common agricultural policy. It has done --so"--, ... 

in the mistaken belief that intra-EEC balance of payments deficits 

were to be financed by a-sort of EEC clearing union. But monetary 

union did not materialize, while the agricultural trade deficit became 

a structural one, and raw material price rises were never rolled back. 

Because of the trade gap imposed by the new oil and raw 

material price situation, another traditional feature of the Italian 

balance of payments has acquired a dangerous quality. This is the 

seasonal pattern of Italian payments and receipts. Because of the 

importance of Tourism, the months from April to September are the 

brightest for our trade balance, hence for the lira. As Autumn sets 

in, oil stocks for heating and electricity are replenished, and so are 

other industrial stocks in view of the increased industrial activity 

after the Summer slack. Agricultural imports also increase, following 

the harvests in Europe and the United States. Receipts from Tourism 

become a trickle. Hence, severe pressures on the lira, a's the seasonal 
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movements can be anticipated and speculation becomes a child's game. 

A sufficiency of reserves would give the Italian authorites 

the possibility to straighten these sC·'ISOnal humps, but official re

serves are now scant and the Italian Central Bank has come to dread 

Autumn and Winter (when interest and re-payment of foreign loans also 

fall due) as much as the Bank of England did before 1914, when the 

"Autumn drain" punctually reappeared every year. 

As in the case of the pre-j9j4 Bank of England, the Italian 

Central Bank is compelled to mobilise the private foreign reserves of 

Italian industrialists and traders, by squeezing domestic credit and by 

raising the Discount Rate. Lately, however, it has needed to add fur

ther measures to discourage imports, first in the form of an import 

deposit and then of a tax on foreign currency purchases to replace the 

former. 

These almost compulsory season~l credit measures have a more or 

less negative effect on the economy depending on whether they are pro-. 

cyclical or anti-cyclical. This year they are, luckily, anti-cyclical, 

as the underlying tone of the economy is strong. But the structural 

problem of the Italian balance of payments needs a more durable solution. 

What is required - basically - is a large acquisition of foreign ex

change by the Italian authorities, of the order of about 5,000 to 

7,000 million dollars. The only way to get that is to float a gigantic 

issue of unredeemable dollar bonds, carrying a low coupon {something 

like 5%) . Issued by the Italian Government they would be aimed not 

at foreigners but at those Italians whose liquid or semi-liquid balances 

abroad have been reckoned to be of the order of ,Z:l5;000 million, at 

least. As the dream of every Italian has been, and still is, to denomi-

' •-' - 'c-,.,- • , •-';'-'' .·,.C_ -- ~;· ,,.,-.,,, •" .-,,. ,., __ ,,._ ._-_,,. ·.·,' '•···· 
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nate his savings in dollars it is best if the Italian Government 

acknowledges that, and takes advantage from it. 

A loan of that size on the security of Italian gold reserves 

would shore up the lira, which could be revalued. by as much as 10%, 

Italian exporters are all heavy importers, and would need no great 

intelligence to undertand that they would benefit from reduced import 

bills. They would also benefit indirectly, as the percentage of im

ported wage goods is also very large, and a stronger lira would thus 

reduce wage demands. 

It is mandatory, however, that Trade Unions and employers agree 

to raise wages only according to movements in the cost of living index. 

A revaluation would not work beneficially if wages could be raised 

independently from the cost of living index movements. 

All these measures are rather simple, and simple straightforward 

policies can only be pursued by a strong iovernment which enjoys a 

stable majority. A weak government can only resort to complex measures, 

taken in the hope of hiding its weakness and pleasing eve~yone at the 

same time. Here is the real crux of the Italian economic situation, 

today as yesterday, as tomorrow. 

- ·~ '' ._., '"""' ' -, .. . . ~ 
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THE CHALLENGE OF EUROCor.'JJ',ffirHSM - by Arrigo 
for The Saturday Review - Oct 20th,. 1976 

Le vi (~) 
f 

. ~'. ,;',:,_ 
. ~-~ ~ 
r.:<· 
'(?~::-! 

Is Euroco=unism going to be more of a problem for the Preside::'lt of~-·· 

!;' the United St~tes or for the Secret(!,ry General of the Cbmcnun·ist 

Party of the Soviet. Union? C~early, the progress of Eurocommunism 1'-· '· t' .• 

t<.: 
has so far raised much greater worries in the West than in the East; ~::,, 

jc 

f;. but both Superpowers have shovvn misgivings as to the possible 
~::·· 

de stabilizing effects of· Euroconunurrism on the "domestic" policies i1'-·-

of the area6t of the world more directly controlled or influenced by- ~;-:·, 
;!~.? 

each one of them,, as well as on the global balance of power.If it k :: 
.Ao o 1 ~ I,\ 

is true that one man's meat is[ another man's poison, what displeases l:;•,' 

Bre;z;hnev:· ought to please the American President,· and viceversa. But. ~r: 
be a challenge 

any case
1
it remains to be established 

whose-fears may in the e.ril1 be more justified,: what policies ought 

to be followed to minimize the damage of Eurocom,'Ilunimm to one ''s 
' 

~r-.:·. 
" I 
~~-. -

' ... 
~· .~ 

~:(: 
~.;·., 
~: l :-; 

~
[.'' ,, 
r 

side, or help it. in damaging the other. ~ " 
0 0 0 f;~: 

The f;irst step, in order to clarify the terms of this problem as·:~ J 
~-
f{• ..• 

V ,. 
[· ''.· 

it may appear to the new American President (whose interesils,. I 
I . _,oa 1 

i' ,. 

fi:: assume, cpincide by definition with those\of the 
\ 

wh,ole Democratic 

r 1. 
, world) mu;ot. be to try ·and define what we mean by Eurocommunism. Two t: .·· 

main choices are possible~ We may define EurocOJmnunism as a new 

ideology and a new political movement of world-wide relevance and 

intpactr a ne.;, version of Co'f!l."O.l..Ulism," maintaining some of its aims 

t;. 
t· r: ,. 
r: 
i~.·. 

~-
' . n 
l 

k> r.-

bU( accepti,_pluralistic democracy and the Parliamentary system as 1: 

,.,.ntial·f!true Sooiali'"• ~n strotogio§t ~tnotioal t . 
.. . : . c.·:·· -~O~STtc PUBBUCAZ,IONLt DJ PROPRIET4. , ........ ;. 

. ·.. . . OW ISTITUTO AH;~.RIINT~RNA?IONAU ,• ·yiL:o::: 
1.:··. . 'f\ ..:;-_ ,_ 
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terms •. Or we may define Eurocommunism as the policy followed by· 

some Communist parties of Western Eurppe,,. Japan· etc:. at this par-. 
)oo 1 

for the\ time being,. to adopt 
! 

ticular time.I believe it is safer, 

the term in its narrower sense~ 

Eurocommunism starts with 

~v. 
~~s 

the Italian Com.munist Party. The 

the strongest Cmmnunist party in the \'vest. It hasl!r obtained 

I>' "':'!: ~ 

~~!: 

'~ ~_.Y,_ r; 
fij 
rx;~~ 
~··: ·, :;· 
~· 

~~<·· :.: 
f' 

' f:,_:,; 
in the last. elections (June ib;l976) 34 per cent of the vote, thankS ~<'<:•· 

to a rather spectacular jump of about 6 points (against 38 per cent ~~~/· 
of Christ~an Democracy);.; The G:L is n~w supporting ~he C~ristian . ·, [~;·,:: 
De.moAatic Government led by Signor G~ul~o Andreott~- l!'+lnchtepends~~ •'' 

jY/ . !4f:rt 0 j ,. 
for a_ majority on. ColThl!Unist. ·votes* or abstentions·. ,if. 1 jr the !<0:. 

biggest cities in Italy (incl'\lding Rome, Naples, Turin,. Bologna), [:;i: 
)'."\ . I~}· 

:::• ,:~:'::::":,:~ ,;r:h~::t b~::::·::•7.::::: tio '~ j:tj 
Regions. A .Communist• (Signor Pietro Ingrao) is President of the 1::r~ 

fj',.)>; 
Chamber of Deputies;: since:k the last election some of the most r<: 
vi tal Parliamentary Com.missions have Communist chairmen. The ~:,':.' 

• j ' ' 
~l r; 

Communists dominate the J.llOSt important workers' unions f.. are strong ~;;\, • 
-.,..·, ~no f:'i}1...o/t- t.kef?u.AL.{ ;./\..<..~ ' I < 

in cultural inst. i tutions;;)· ate television~ '·' 
'I ~_F:::d;l:e;, Wows On· them o one must pOint out that,. beyond,1 ;· 

2:DR ~: :< 

6entral Government, the major;i.ty 

j;: .: 
u- :~ -; 

of 'Italian cities and Regions,.· · i:.\;,t 
[!. 

_,(oo I >i , 
~' i 

nearly·, the'> .. 1 ~. ·• the Presidency of the Republic,, the Bank,. State industry, ' \-t_ . . 1::·:, 
course !f' .: 

n ....... 
whole &~t,.l,(i!:~dministration (including the police and of 

~i!rle ri) ~· remain. mostlyr under Christian De~oaratic 

.____.) 

...... . 

control''~ ~t.·.,:i 
tr ' :: 
~. ::·. 
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Stiihl,;' the Communist share of power has become defi!).itely larger~· 

Itc is possible, though by no means ce.rtain and perhaps not even 

likely, that Italy may have Comnmnist ministers even during the 

present Legislature·~ 

f:.··' li' -'r ,,. ' 

t " The problem of Euroco~~unism~~ts challenge to the Western 

democratic tradi tionsfas:s: well as to th:e solidity of Western · ~ ;:,: 

international institutions, coincides today, tom a lar!e extent,- witbf ": 
~: ~\-> 

the problem of Italy, and the possibility of Communist participation f!:f'\ 

in Government in ItalY'~ It i~ true tha.:"'~n/ France the Lefi;, [((, 
·. i W-''> r .. · 

including. the Sa:ialist and Communist parties, just failed to get !:·.·;.· 

its candidate (M. Mitt~·rr~nd) :elected as President' and it may- ~ .; 

. gain a majority in> the next F~enc~liamentary el~ctions·~· French 

EurocOl'I'Jllunism ~., in that._ca:"le~/ !e~~ an equally :"lerious cause 
· • : I) cuv:[fU...Jl · 

~: :::.•::•;r:,:~:~: ::::.:::;,· aro ::r::::~:::., 
. Communist~ UJ~ never got much beyond 20 per cent of· the votef. :~he~cf . . 

• 

it doesn't 

seem possible that M. Marchais' party may gain control over French 
. ~ /ID:; \ 

politi~s •. 2XD:x On the:a:.~ther:hand,\it must be pointed out. that 
I 

is a much newer and visibly "tactical" 
to:tx the democratic ideals ' 

follower of' Eurocom.inunism: its conversJ.on is. no~~onvincing~ 

Therefore, it is not sai"e to narrow down· the prob em of Euro-

the French Communist party 

cornmunism to Italy alone' • 

. ~-·, 

!:::-'· 

l' ': ~~ 

t.i .. ·: 

l'l 
I 
~-- ·:; ... 
~; < ,.;· 
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4 ·~ 
IP1"'8'il!llio • ~ 1 liild* a'i'lJ'"riji'?!M*l!'Ml'I'I"!Lt SO :t/ff*'l!'im IH!!\\!'Fri¥#&1'\§t Difficulties ~ 

. t'1 

might become mttblit greater,. and the:tk threat of in~tability for the:~.: .•. · 
Western alliance 111 :ll stronger, if "the Left" were· top progress !i 

. . ~ 

much further in France;' ;ihe: reciprocal influence between the two ~t.• 
· awf- J.J:: ' ': 

"Latin: sisters" will be stTon~1 wJ. 1 also be felt in the Iberian,; 
•· 

peninsulfi~ Still,, for now ilh~roblem of Euri!TcommunisWtaly-~ ~; 
-~:r/ since the Pci 's acce:s 

0 

t: governmental power became a ',~j I . . . 
1 f 

J . ·:'! 

. possibility, .. Italy's allies have» been faced with di:li'ficul t choices'!'; 
g 

They.were aware that the Pci became stronger thanks to 
· ~tc lian 1 

. . (also as a result of :S the 
the weak- ~~ 
many- ,. 

!f 
& 

nesses o emocratic partiesr/xmxwemtmwm~ .. 
failures of the Western-democratic worl~ as a whole~ Italy's 

allies were unable to help (directly,, or by a better management 

of Western economic affairs). Italy's democratic partiesr or force 
~ • 

·~ u 
~ 
~ 

" ~ 
~ upon•. them the necessary :rreforms",; They could only- repeatedly- declare " 
t 
~ 
" ~ 

~ 
i; 

tb,e ir alarm at the state of Italy anq the pro;;ress of Communism; 
(realized t;\)QJU(..t.~)cc 1 

rut theyy'~IMiiiM'riiilll that. their"twmWOJf@l!lli'VIere) considered by· . 
. and threats to Italy • s independence ;• 

wou d produce, if most Italians as 

repeated too oftelll} negative effects·~ They also realized that; 
~ 

should Italy's democratic .p:roe:esses lead to some form of· coalition 
. former 

@overnment including Communists; any c·om.mi tment. by- Italy's Allii!!s ' ~ 
~ 

to cut aid or tak·e economic reprisEJ:lS against such a Government ~ 

might. set. in motion a fatal chain of consequences, leading i 
wou.U. ! 

inexhorably to the very result which theyAwantff!l tto avoid: meaning;1 " 

. I 
-·~----r--e>· .---··•- -_- .... -·-------· ·•""·-··"·.,-~··.<:-,•:;: ~-,..,...,.-~,;~_,.,.,i..._'c 

. _.-,.·_ ..... 

(_;··. 
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~

~:.: 

~~:, 
rc' 
~~i 

the separation of Italy from the European and Atla.Tltic Alliances and r 
' ' 

institutions'~ There was a danger tha-t the prophecies of doom 
.lt;~, 

repeatedly- advanced by( Western s-ta-tesmen as to the future of l.taly 
i 

under CoTIL'llunist influence, might become "self-fulfilling prophe-

~ 

[: 
~i~ 

' ~;' 

cies"·.~erefore, in· order 

!' ' : ;c; 
maintain a · r · 

to/!>t•atia..._ / cert~ in flexibili of !t: 
~ 1\: 

choices for the future, warnings and threats against "CorrEnunist ? 
,-:. 

governement" (meaning a coalition Goverrune~1t including Pci ministers( 
.. !{: 

had to be moderated. A difficult balance had to be strucli;:between 

(lllf!M@li@!l!W'I:ilj Giving· the impression that Italy's. 

~ 1':~~ 
~V r· 1:,; 
!!.i'
fi• 

Allies resi ed themselves to the inevitability ofx 
~ . -, ~ \f~JiisRJiwwffiii;'Fs !itid%i~ 

r· ~-> 
a Com.tllunist, ~-! 

victoryf\would 1\ equ?.l7y fatal,. by damaging Christian Da'llottats 

and other democratic parties';· 

. r 

!t 
~~~ 
~,", 

The result waa; that someVlestern 
• I 

~;,. 

r' 

Governments (particularly-~:: 
~\ 

the Usa 
c..__aee:fared ·, ,,oa 

and Germany)/)Et~ir\ alarm much 
I 

more forcefully than ' {' 

others (Briza:!n and France) whose policy was "non interference"'~ 

At present,. the Andreotti. Goyernmentx,.· although supported by the 

Pci, receives the usual amount of cooperation by it.s -k-lies~ 
must be added that,, in spite' of former warnings ag_ainst Communist 

participation in Government,, it is =-m: generally believed in It~ly 

(rightly or wrongly) that should! this happen,. no drastic counter-

. i rl;_.: ... ,, 
J: .. ; 
!;: 
!r 
t·: 
n: 
~),. 

f., 
li 
ll;•. 

I'·· 
r !.· 

b 
: ~ 

' ~· 
would be taken,. at least in the short rwr; by Ita:J.ey' s l t''• 

.f.& j.J. - IL 
measures 

thalcon)Viuences woul~~ . ~-; 

-- t{:, 

,Allies. But even· Communists understa.Tld 

~ ~ 'k~, ~&~ 
It. is felt that. such a coalition 

.. ' 

' 

)C-o 
governnrnt would/meet 

J 

-. r· 
" .. 

·. -,' 
~·. 

with 

•·!-• 

_>r·:_H 
. -. ; : 

'! 

-i<': 
'"''"'' '' •-o>>o·o-A>0·:-·,-··-,,;:•1 .. ; ~ 

-~ ~-<_.J: :i·.~_;:: 
.. ,. ,, :'?\lf!.:ti 

-.": ' . ' '· !'-~ .; _ ... _ 
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im~ediate· and perhaps extreme economic difficulties• due to the 

t~ht 
natural reaction· of Italian and foreign economic forces '·~fligih of 
~ ~ \lfD'l<.[.{ ~-l.ltfiJ ~' 

ea pi talAwi thdrawal of multlii.nat.ional · compam.es :A even if a Co=unist 

minister of the2 Treasury wer13 to prove better able to control union 

'~ 
·g;~~ 
[ 
~f-
~.~ 

:~t 
. m~-: .,, ... 

t~·' 
~ .•. · .. 
fh• 
F 
F.l.~~ .. 

demands4P' than his Christian De;)locratic predecessor§ ever were'~ Accor-, f 
"-'· 

~·· !;' ,. 

~:~: 
b 

F ~··: 
·d: 

ding to such a scenario~' the. first problem for Italy's allies 

(8JSSuming that no Italian wi'lihdrawal ought to be expectedAr either 

from Nato or the Eec~ the Com-nunist crunmi tment• on these points is 

clear, withdrawal would not be in their interest, nor could any .-fo-o. K 
kind of coalition ·be formed except: urider.w these premises )~~~~~t ) tr,: 

00 the foll~Wing: ;iiJ!jiJ§t.PI!>¥ 1M1I!!i!Ml!Qt Sh~d they- TJ12intain/O~~~L?'*!® rr: 
. r· 

~~!lll!!!lilrijl· their support of a (by definition) shaky" Italian economyt ',.:· 

tcht£, t:J..- "&ut~t-w..;rr.u ~uut.J; 61- J.ltt·tt~5 ,'J . · 1 ~:: 
should they avoid ta~ip:~ one-sided political steps capable to ~~ 

, V •·· 

increase. the general panic "and 
0 

t:n:ion? [:': 

It. is reasonable to 
F:~ 

expect that opinions would theni. be dividea."> 
' 1:·) 

the ''· , .. 
$tt~ 

would~p the rot,· to the cost of expelling Italy from Some 

Western Alliances ;t; legally or otherwise'~ Others would claim that; 

Italy not. being· comparable to Portugal, and the fate of Ita.ly still 
Kii;t. /fCJ . 

to ,. .. ••a it/ inside beingundecided, all efforts should be made 
I 

the Western·institutions: why·li!!eW!!!'!a throw Italy "into the arms of' . 
\I 

Russia,, unless this were to happen·by itself? 

It is possible that this'second seit of reqsons would prevail, 

at least for a period of "trial",, as the lesB obviously- costly-

strategy~ but di 

!;\ 
f' i-;'·, 

F· 
f': 

t t,, .. r 
1: 
l~ , .. 
[-•. 

F•' ur"' 
~-!t 

''11: r ,., 
' r,· 

!_;· '. 

~· ~.(~ 

r; 
{'' 

~. 

J . " . ' ... , ... ,.,..,-. '~'····~ ........... ~ ............ ~.-~. 
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Italym:: could not be hidden, and some~ffects AliJ!JMiillll!llr;f''lM immadiataly ~ 
felt, ~-tf;/upon the economy il;u{ upon Nato~ The H~~ has repeatedl~~~ 
stat.ed that. itr doesn't: want: Italy toi: leave Nato, in order to ~ 

~ 

has ~ avoid upsetting the global balance of power; Signor Berlinguer 
also said · thV "0

( .. 

rl , on the :tl!i: eve of(last' elections,' that he deems it safer to 

•• ! 
I' 
~
~-

·build "democratic So!Halist"• :on this, rather than on. t:ha:t side of:~i/ ~. 

Europe'~ But the deep ps~chological links that still exist between ~

Italy's Communists: arid Soviet: Russia would leave great uncertaintief? I' 
w 
" as to th~uture "loyalty." of· a"Communist" Italy', in:· case of future : ~ 

;/· 

'. 

criseSll. Recently, upon' such problems as Lebanon· or Rhodesia,. the .. ~~ 
r~: 

Pci has s omew),1at automatic all~ takea the usual pro-Soviet ~tti tude'i f 
• ~ r-1 

We cannot entertain great hopes :!t' of a drastic change of policies [ 
._HAIII._ Gi 
~ 1[: 

~c)~/ffl,z CtW ~ ·• 
~ ' . 

• • In· this sense,, :t: a weakening of 
Av c 

reduction of certaintte~ r 
' ' r 

would\ IlD be unavoidable C''NIIimw!lie PM!ft if Italy were tol be ruled by- a 
' 

coalition• Government including the Pci·. The Western alliance would 
. ~~ft ~ . . 

and weakened. p+"'J'' f ®!1&!!!!/i- would not neces
_::r;; 

I 
1 
~~ 

r· 
!1': 

by· Italy's Allies( sarily jv.stify· immediate and dramatic initiatives 

(to what end?);: it would suggest a wary: "walht and see" attitude;• 

at _least. in·. the initial stqges'~-
0 0 0 

It. is not sensible, at this stage, to go any further in. the 

~: 

1 f, 
t: 
l':i • • r: 
f 
~ 

attempt to make forecasts~ A warning is necessary against the widely- ~ 

held assumption• that r being "Eurocom;nunisn!" a Latin· affair, all ~ 
of Latin Europe,. indeed all of Southern~' :Mediterranean Eur~pe ,' is . · 1 ~ 

!; 
-·· -----· ..... ~ ...... ~~-·~,--- .. -· ··--·- -···~----··· ····-·-~·-.,.-·, 

·' .:. ' 
,_: .. -
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. going: to follow: %in1fJJ!!If!!!ll!R Italy's 
I 

~ 
i• example and fate. Co:rmnunists remai.J:,; 

f 
far wea_l>:er in France than in· Italy~· and even weaker in Spain• ~ 

f 
" • Portugal, Greece or Turljey than in France~ Democracy- is a rm'tmt:rtnna~ 

fairly rare form of Governrilent. upon the face of the Earth. But ~ l 
Cill~ut I I 
the~ area of the ·World,; which is also by far the most. ! 

i 
advanced,. Communism remai:rie; a "local" mo~ement ~ In· the new Europe· an I 

(.com."!unists wl.lJ_ form a clearly regional, minority f 
Parliament}~~ ! 

f 

grouping: an anomaly- of the Left,. a "Sociaill.ist heresy". Also,: the· ! 
I 
t 

rather unexpected-~ cause of Democracy has lately been strengthened, 
. -1 oo I I 

I On the whol~,. 
J 

the Southern ly" in Spain·,, Portugal and Greece. 

flank ofDemocratic EuJ;'Ope is today than it ~ 

was a Communist supporters in Italy 

are sincerely- (though pmfusedly) democratic. Many ant~-ll.:ogrrrup~ 
~ 

,) M 

Italians (including the present writer) believe tha 

Eurocommunism cannot be considered 

device for the conqueiilt of· power F. ;la 
believe that this is what it is)!) 

a purely "tactical" 

~'i · ;! [ The majority 

(quite a few 
It alia 

of e'nocratic 

people 

leaders __,!Qo [ . .J-. 
;; eel today that thereix is more !((it than pure tactics 

I . 

i.:·-: 

i 
' 



·.;' 

l:t~<:;'~: 
~·· .', ,j: .: : ;r .. .-, 
~!:) 
~~1 \ ·: 

:,. mak•-b•li•f. Eurooo""""'i'" might b• a "maladi• d' croi"="" f,' 
for a country of "delayed development" like Italy! tln anomalous;i fl?: 

C Western/ ~:: .: . 
hybrid political movmmrt for anm anomalous;: hyprid~~keoq:(democratid,' ': 

E;'.', 
f. f"-~ . :I 
~~ country;. One cannot forge-t that Italy already was the orig-f :· 

:ii.nal l!m;mrt birth-home of what is today the most widespread ideology 

and form of government in develouing countries: Fascism • In this 
"twJ:~tc "t.:ltt-t. j . 

old land,histo;eyds follo;'li:rtg $ ii%rf paths: few certainties can 

be held,, Italy's future cannot be forecast judging from past events 

:.; '- ' 

t.-::_: 
~ ' 

r-/ 
;~: . 
~-r ''" . ~--· 
l~~ . . 
H.· 

~:-· 
~ 
hl 'i' 

;.· :. 

t: 
tiPJI(.I) ~usual challenges and dangersJ:~; ~1 1 

in other countries'~· 

IJ( are 
.,{.:[::.\) 

and. cenl also meet unusual opportunities. Why should we lose faith in k'. 
~':_;~ ::~ 
i,; •;: 

the value of Democratic ideals,; whem we see how clearly· they maintain t,,-:l::_,·_.-_-,: __ •.·_,, ___ ,_· 

all their original Revolutionary potential;, not just in the West; :. , 

,. i 
,'. '•. 

·. 

Communism,, is the ghost haunting· today's world'. Howe'i'"er imperfect 

c·· •. •· 

f,j:·.\' 

f})~i 
but even more iru the CorrJI!Un·i:i!t half of the world? Democracy, not-

and dubious,. the "conversion" of Italian and other Wecstern Communists [>·: 
t.·.':; 

to "democratic ·11!1 pluralism" is also. a result of ~the influence~ ·; 
. i \.' 

of democratic ideas upon them, end upon 
~--' .:, 

Co=unism in general!~ 1•.<·:; 
[[~- :· ' 
r.· n.r o o o 

t't this point,, attention must be paid to what 
-1 00 

!i' 
we offered,. at the t•· 

" . 
' start, as an alternative/internretation of the term "Eurocommunism": 

I • 

a nevl deology, a heretical movement cap~ble to± ~nf~uence Co:mnunist 
T . LL-i;c:fL th fi, kit~ t1- lJ . 

parties and regimes all over the world'! f(his writer's; view is that 

it is safer today to assume that, "Co=unism is dead, but- many: 

Communisms· are alive"! ~ere seems to be a natural tendency for· 

.-; 

g,; 

·- ' ·,·· 
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I:·:'' 
11,, 
l~ .. :_.- ... ::·; 
t<:}'! 
~·. '.:' 

Collli'l!Unist parties to split, if they only can,, from the main body ~~' 
of Soviet-led Communism, in o·rder to better develop their own h:.· 

~~ .. -- :·;; 

ilrational and ideological 

theSoviet Union is not in 

Fc" ' 
course' .. :_ identity,. once they are in power·. Of 

. ).,; 
the least resigned to)sucfu a state of 

I 

~- >::. 
~~~ ::. 
~-; ' ',, 
li:' ; '. 

affairs. Wherever i.t can,. it will continue using· force against all ~·,·,:· 

potential Dubceks;; even now,, it is trying once more to take advan.;.. .v-.;:. 
. . t;\: 

of economic difficulties in Eastern. Europe to strengthen its' r· ' . ' ' CuJl ,, tage 

hold upon. the whole region (including Rumania;f\perhaps (JP tomorrm':at ~;:':;; 

Yugoalavia). f!'t 
But thi's i~ot nec.essarily a proof of .- Soviet strength and !'; : 

· .· '-.,It may show exactly t:) 
confidence in the solidity o:E Communist regimes .)1'Dittl\\l\l\lli%!!!#.i3'%1!!•ll · V: : ,, 

. f:: 

the opposite;: an awareness of not so hidden weaknesses'·~ Son et 
the many existi~ . 

leaders are aware of contr?dictions(in the world they contro1: . ' 
~ 

between economic progress rl:nd' poli ticrl backwardness; between 
.-{oo l 

national :interests; 
l 

between Ru·ssian il.omination and the historicm 

"Westward tendency".of most East-Euro}IB!l nations~ Them men in 

~~ . 
t 
[,.,,: 
r.:'-_~~,.~ 

r:;;~ 
t~-)> !' ' ' 

tH::· I ·>:: 
the Kremli~av~ shown: that they fear the influence of detente; ~· .·:' 
\'1,dl.(a L--t U.l.e·)'t. fA ' . ' K \: 

-e>tM'*<!"m¥Jti!!"'~th ir dislike of the "Eurocom.:~unists" of Italy, Spain,;' 1: .. ·. 

_;="j tt~ influonoo might M very b~atellite;>f ~ ~~~ •• · ... :····.:······.····;···.·.·.:,:.' •. •.· 
VheY are trying to conta~n the spread of/~influence: but" the ~- .. 

rules of this game are still _unclear~ Eurocommunism, in a sense ;is ~::·;~ 
. J 

an accident of detente,' the product of a new "strategy of movement";:··:. 

which has taken the place of the traditional "trench warfare" r\.;; 
of the Cold ~~~ period'~ As such, Eurocommunism surely offers a r·~:: 

I;,:·:·, r-· .. :, 
. -·:: ,, ... ··-•'1~ ....... ,.~ ... -- . . . 

. ,. ~-:::·~ -~-. :.' .. · 
.,:Y::· .. _:·_;<-:_;J:. -.L:· 

-----· -· -- .... ·: ____ , .. . _, ~- ::: _)~~~·:.'}_ ,: I~-~ 

-- ·-··~----~-----·-: . ··-',-.,.-:--~·-
.. ~' 
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challenge- that. is to say-both dangers and opportunities- to both 

ltij~ 

~1 
~::; 
~i:' 
~~-I·' 
t( 
I'· f 

000 ~~\ 
Some Western experts believe that, even if Euroconmunism were to f[ . 

prove a "time-bomb" under the old structures of Soviet power, itm 

would not help potential "liberal!! reformers in Eastern Europe. On 

. ·· E' 
t I( 

~r~. 
F. , ... · 
le':'. 
ki' 

the contrary, by klldp weakep.in~ at the same tim~ both American and B· 
Soviet:; power,. the Eurocommunists would only manage to endanger the 

very foundations of peace and detente~ that 

, quo4 and the global balance of force! ~e 

more authoritarian turn. in the history of Soviet power. 

f!;" 
lii•· 

r~: 
~· 
~;i 

l ~.: 
be so: but all such de'tailed.forecasts arelmt much tiho cleverj' in ~:\ 

.• J/1 !r• ' ,. ' ' u.r .a.J(, li: 
the end, history always turns out to hl..e {imp~~4~ as lJiliDOr ~i: 

richer in phantasy- and in':ention, t+
1

.an an~li ticai' scientist6 ~ i:·! 

·f"'W'¥'4'mn• And we can't' foreocast the . ~qd- "personal" factors 11> ~:: 
1 L- • discussed t;•; 
fr present,' President Ti to's ·great age ·is the most widely/llill!@Mi\1\lffi\\iw.l!l ~: 

factor of sucfu kind; ~t nobody can. answer with. safety theta ~i~ 
obvious questions: would post-Ti to Yuglsavia stay ip.dep!Jndent from . l ~ 

r 
,. 

and~:~ 

irreversible? . ~ 
~· 

If faced with such· question, we must admit that certainties are ~ 

=~::::• .. ::: ,:~:::·~ •:h~::~::h::·:: :::-:,::: ::mwm>stl I 
~. 

:tX Soviet power? And.if it didn't, would this attract Italy's 
--loo I 

Euroco:nmunists once m6re\ towards their muscovite Mecca~· or would 

it instead precip~~a~~~/estern choices~' and make them final 

. ! 

·~ 
. . . ' ' ,-_ ... · 

i. 

.. .. ·. 
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~ ~w 
t<'l· 
ei:l! 
i~ '1. 

~~~~ 
·itrr.) ~-I' 

Partyj but Berlinguer's "mod!"ration" meet:~siderable misgivings ~~[~ 
cri tic iOm i= ide the Pci. ""'' • general line" cw~ot 

1 

i.~.:.~_·:.· and even"open 

l:le considered 
> ' 14 • 

unchangeable'.;. ""' 
~ oJ1 1 ~(){ ~ ~~t 

(t\! 

So,; we are left with purely•negative assurances: ' .· , 0<>~:·, 
oin to e a factor of instability-, not) ~~J;• 

- that the rise of IEurocommun~sm. is i!Ji e. e •lfflwa&a ] ~~: 
':---....~ > • > > > : 

just in Italy;, not just in. the West •Jnot j1.1-st in Europe~' for quite ~(:: 
. I . ~ 

some time'. To face this challenge, to. take advantage- of possible . r:; 
opportunities and avoid the obvious dangers, a new strategy will '~: 
have to'l!! be invented, day by day-~ It is not safe to start with tiho ~~; 

in accordsnce '-
many' certainties~ Automatic reactions, se es . !, 

.Jng established 'lilnder- the ch~pter "how to deal with Communism" might(;:· 
. - (._~_11 ) i"r 

g/J 1\l' be just as wrong as denying . validity to paEjt experience·.· !':1 

Our motto (a sober one) ,might be: keep an open mind't and be wary'~ 
. A,, D ._, ' .. Ol' 7).,.6b-t 

The many\Communisms of today might be even more dangerous to 
_ ( the · 

Democracy. th8Xly'monoli thic Co'mmunism of Stalin times~- Therefore,' 

instead of spending too much time wondering <J.bout Eurocommunists 
~the democre.tic West 

(they may be a mystery even to themselves) ~Alii*!J!rll• / . 

ought to concentrate' its attention upon the hasty construction 

and completion of Wester!lllll and world-wide institutions, in order 
, . "-.~l~'\- _..) 

and our societies and~thin a -tl:o stregthen• our economies 

more stable framewo :r1~ the ._ great risks of Euroco=unism'~ 

(_~ngin~tive a .. pproach 
A well#inanaged international economy·~ an )Bm~w& "''!"Ml!li 

in the West to theJCC problem of democratic gover:m~ent in advanced 

ID' \ 
reassure ,us 

\ 
about tne:f future ,'of co1mtries affe'cted nations

1
would 

f.: 
l:~:.·' F;. 
f'' 
!~: :· r: .. 

. f+ 
k' 

l.~. 
r·~ ,, 

: li' . t.· 
rr:. 
t,'. 
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by: Eurocommunism!; The present state of international affairs; to 

at all encouraging~ This may b.e am! "interdepen-

dent" world; ·it is also a world of discontinuity~ wherE/imnesses 
G!y~ f/JUW-r!,vo~fl-et_ tCUlf.:l, 

spreia a pronic speeds while cures are still,- more often 

· ·cl 
than not.- provided separately· and irr great confusion by national 

governments, as a i it was don ea in the age of" stemm-power• 

An "institutional" approach tox th-e problem of organizing a better 

management of world problems has •wmsMW!'~'¥~MMm~ff!Rff~M••euimu~w•~~a-not. received 
!~"' r 

much attention ( espec:i3Lly, but not onlyJ by America} during the [last 

the supply of time is fi'M~ not unlimited; 

in the atomic 
0p 

""0-'J 

age; few years. A lot of time has been wasted; and 

ARRIGO LEVI 
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FOR SUHVEY .,... EurocomElV.nism a.11.d East-·iiest relations - 28.9.76 

. @' 
The newt)st,factor in the complicated interplay of politicc::l 

and otherf:;z developments between East anrl 7iest is· Euroco=tw; 2::1. 

A collection of allQ fundamente.l texts COQ'l.ected with Euroco;:Etu::risi 
, · - · · - (_not only· .. 

would mdl: have to ·includi'/:rm::;;;.;'J;;cnnatmonal "doc=ents, but also 

some international ones: -like_ the com'Ilon statements of 1975 

i 

by the .Italian• and French, and by the Italian and Spanish Co~-:1u~1is; 

parties ~and the Berlin conference coiT(lllu,nique, nhich was the produc· 

of years of wra11gling between the "Eurocommunists" and t:-:-:J Yugc-· 

sl'"-vs on one side,, the pro-Soviet parties on the other: this rtas 
) 

interesting not so much for v1hat it said, but f'or what it; left 

out, including the-traditional formula ("t:ICletarian internationai·· 

ism") symbolizing: Com:nunist: parties' allegianc~ to Moscow: 

But also "domestic" do.Ctt')lents, speeches" interviews~· carry-
·-• 

important internationa"!,. iinplications ~ In the case of the Ita.lia."T 

Com:nunist Party, a collection of texts (they- would make a very 
ought· to 

thick book indeed),,/::;;,, iJW'il"U:/include a growing nu"'lber of exc·erp"G.s 

from the "bourgeois" pres~. Of these,, the Berlinguer interview 

to"Corriere della Serq" of June 15 was -particularly interesting-~-

In· answer to· a question ~-ihe.ther he felt: that the Atlantic P2.ct 
\ 

would be "a useful shield behind v-lhic·, to build soci2.lism in 

freedom" he· said: "I do not want• Italy to lea.ve the Atlantic Al-

liance also for that reason,, .and not only beca.use our departure· 

would upset th:e international balance. I feel more secure where· 

I am,. but I alsoa see tha.i; 1~.ere, too, thlE're are serious at:temp·(;s 

\ .. ·-:. 
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to lilpit our autonomy •• ;of course the Western system has less 
~-

constraints".. Al thoug.l-r "Uni til:" left out, in reprinting· this 

interview, some of the' more reve:oJ.ling admissions by Berlinguerr it 

published~ a few liZl days later,; the full textc of a television 

interview by the party-. leader, whr;-·re practically the same ..... 
pOl.Ilt... 

. ~1\ [LI{;,o{r 1-iNiS/S) ) 
(that the West is safer than the East VI!{$G? clearly made~ 

+ + + . 

However incomplete and diversified . .the new ideology aml 

political strategy of "EurocOITL'llunists" may be. (in Italy. thlil'oughocr 

1976-, the main. subject; for <r: debate between th~ Co::·~unists and 

the othETS was the co:o.cept of Pluralism, and the definition of 

what aCo=unist democratic State might turn out to be: Communists 

had obvious difficul "1\i"es in explaining· how Iflarxism and Leninism 
~ • 

could te reconciled with Pluralism), the fact thatc a challenge 
to the ''Soviet model" \ · 

vis issued by Eurocommunists is undeniableG X Italia.'l and French 

Comr.Junists stili. lil:~"'1l: stick Cas of October 1976) tq{;he belief ' 
, 11-\ct\\KH NO LCNLrER 'TttE1•'<- )1 0 beL . 

that the Sovliet world is· a~ examplel\of ."Socialism" (for that, they-

keep being· :amnnsrnuhney found guilty of "indifference" as to Ylhetl£•r 

the values of pluralistic_Demo~racy are or are not essential to 
- E~SE!VTIAL 

Socialism: if they· al"EYin Italy,. why not in Russia or H1-mgary?); in. 

spite of their contradictions,. they clearly feel that: get111ine • -i;f"'_:: 

-
4;;;=:o#;li,~;y lilemo cratic Socialism could better be built in the '.'iest ,;· 

rather th=· in the East; under American protection, rather than 

l.:. 

. .........!. ... __.._ ..... '~•·•·"·'·-'••· ·"'~'~ · • ·~ • " • • . • • · ·;<-•r·~·· ;1. -~---.:i-!.:>1 ........... _ .. , __ ... , .-···-~-· ..... ._ .. ,..... .... ......... . ·i .· 
, 
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under Drezhnev' s iron law of "limited sovereig:.flty"·. And they· 

leave no doubts about. their criticism of Soviet society·,. ::;, i,r-~IZ 

w:hose lack of democratic political a.11.d nersonal freedoms ca.n·,-,oit 
mnc:exmw:txbl:xx . -

for ever be explained as a "rem:lil.inder of the past". 

The Soviet leaders and ideililogists are •<; · .... "'} celarly upset 

' by these views and policies. Couldn't some of.the "satellite" 

leaders be tempted to follow them?.tt Aren't the "Eurococ-£unists" 

. providing a hli!::er:l bad example,. as mill as potentially a:!l·ol·,, ·" ,,. a riv2J 

Ell: international centre,.~ further reducing the diminished 

"Soviet area" of Communism? Wouldn't a Western GovenJJ'llent 

including CorMnunist ministers present as great a challenge to the 

stability of "Soviet Europe", as to :id! the stability of· "l\..!I!.eriC2!! · 

Europe"? During the y~¥ars ·1976 .and 1976 the Kre83rirr l•·<v .. \- repeatedly 
~ 

" 
looked as unhappy about the ~ pol;i.tical prog:r;-ess of "Eurocor=u-

ni:.: ts" in Latin Europe as the White House~ But are the se fears 

(whose reality cannot. he de:rli;ied) justified? 

+ + + 
. (_p,oli-tics ;1 

On£? of America's top experts on Eastern EuropeanY.m:J'hil""i'"""lw 

a man responsible for the impiration of llt'.ny Kissinger 
' J] 

policies in this area; as well as. for some of their ir:rple:nentation,!l 
\ reuently] . 
t/sUllL:ned up this problem to me, in private conversation, as· 

follows. People tell us (he said) tha.t if the Euroco•nmunists 

.I 
~l 
.! 

. ! . }I 
becmne members of a Governnmt coalition, in Italy or else-r;here in,'~~ 

·---~:-.:.--· ·-~- ~. ~- --- -'-------~-~-- ... -~----~ ~~--·'-'•; _.-.c.-~---"'""'·--- ~ ~,___ .. .,. -~ ___ ., ~ .. ,.- ~~-- ~---~----~--.· -··-··-·--·-----~:->·-•"-'·~~-'j 
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the i'lest,. and if they we-re happily accepted by .A.rnerica and t!le ·((' 

· ({::- e:E IHL '/ ; . l. 
rest of the West as bona fide democrats,, this \7ould .. cy>-· ·~Ji0' hel~ ~ 

. r: 
the revisionist Cormnunic' t forc!!s of Easter-!1 Europe i lending-

strength to their efforts to achieve greater inde:pendepce from 

the Soviet Uniono Even some of the people from Eastern, Europe 

' directly invohred in this matter -he went. on:,. tell us that: we 

must therefore accept and support: Eurocomnmnism, for their sake .. 

whil+ t , is false that we,. the Us a, are so,j .. ,. interested irr 

keeping· the "status quo" th2.t we no longer want to sup!Jort 

the more liberal and independent Com:nunist forces in Ec.stern 

t ,, .. 
~-· 
~-

r· 
r-. ,-_ . 
jt, 
[,; 

f: 
,· ~~-~ 
I' 

l r . 
' ' (. 

~: 
~ 
F· 

Eurol]e,. we still do not- believe that the. progress of Eurococrrmunism !' 
I 

would helpm those who work for peaceful and gr2.dualltll: change in: 

the East o Vfhy? The faot·- is 
V 

ti 

W,f,j 
thatysome rl Nation i,n the ',7est, like 

c· 
. r . 
I 
l• ' 

1: ' 

Italy~ France or Spain,, came to be ruled by "Euroconrnu.'lists"', this, · .. · 

would inevitably upset. and weaken the Atlantic Alliance, and 

therefore upset and weak€n1: that: strategic balance of power, to 

which Signor Berlinguer hims~lf attri but.es such .. a 

as the necessary pre-condition of detente o But with an m1stable 

balance of power •. without. detente, and with a weaker ';7est ~· you: 

would certainly get a n!uch more· intolerant and dl!llllineering 

Soviet power:: therefore, chances for greater independen,ce of 
NeT INC(\fl'r,SE gqTi .. 

satellite nations in Eastern Europe wouldrgres.tly diminish. 

+ + + 
Others point out that, in any case·, So!riet Russia would 

' -··-~·-'·~----~- ' ... -" 

. : . . . 
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see 
\f\NY ·· 

to it. that '&:f:e/-/. "political mobility"' rema.ined linited to the 

Vlest. The Kremlin.leaders would also surely attempt tqregain 

control upon the Com:nunist parties of the West,. should these suceed 

in gaining the upper hand in their countries·. Furthermore;, the 

access t/ower of a Communist party in the West could set in ?:lOtion 

an unstoppab1e and d:!l.sagreeable chain of events: the He.tion invoivec 

would suffer frlll!ll increasing isolation 'from its fomer Western 

allies~ capital and Capi taiistso would flee~· Western econonic help 

~~~(;:-If!/ L\ "'Dc:\Z . 
,J,'-?v~ be reduced or cut; l!i,c. such circumstances, even if cmTiillingly· 

. ~~~ ' : 
at first, a !itarmnmnim:tx "Eu~ocomQunist" government 7~c~nd itself I 

' 
in the absolute need~ t</curn t<;Russia and the East for 11 -1~,(: supporv.i 

I 
Finally, one cannot f.oresee how Western Com-rrunistsF once in power, ··1 

would react. tox a pos~ibl"' crisis of detente: 1'/ould they cone out j 

... u I 
in favour of the West, or w,ould their d~ deepest and oldest :tm~, ;, .. JI 

i 
I 

I 

instincts prew. il,- pushing them in the direction of l\Io scow 

interests? 

All this, tot"-:z;r be sure·, is hypothetical. t,alk. It should · 

suffice, however, to show how complicated the interplay would be 

betr1een East and \'Test, shouid 11essrs. Berlinguer and l:Iarchais prove I 
able to gain participation in Government power, in Rome or !"'' I 

! 
Paris. One ne~d only mention the further uncert2.inties xx certainlY' i 

! accompanying the political development of a_post-Tito Yugoslavia 

in order to me.ke the whole J?icture even more:li::x intricate, and 
. any clear forecast .. rtRmrt surely impo•ssible. 

I 
I 

i 
1 

··'····-~---~- '·-~·--·-···c. ···•----•------·"··--· - ,,.__.~"'':;:.oj . . . ' . 
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Historical CZIJerience so far has usually shor.n events in 

EG.stern EuroiJe playing a fundamental change in provo:tti.J::;g· illiange :i<:;;sr 

l ~n~ 
y.vestern European Comrau_r1ist parties, ever since the Tv;entiE;.'Frtr 

Congress, ·rather than the opposite~ Even in the future it is to I· 
' t 

I be expecM'd that: the potential crises of ::?oviet Europe \'iill 

pCl'erfully influence, in wa!JS that cs.nnot pe foretold~ the develop:.. [-. 

ment of '''"""~=i•m (for inat~""' wbill•i So<iot intorforono• in . r. 
post-Ti to Yu::;oslavia slow do1·m or accelerate the potentially ( 

I schismtic prqgress of Italian Communism?)·. 
' 

What is new is the f'act that,, :p~ perhaps for :f the first; timer 

r 
I 
t 

, .. 
since Togliatti threw a_'stone in alreacl.y troubled· waters by 

procla:L"lline the slogan of "polycentrism" ~ Western Co!n;llli"lism has 

l).:en ple.ying, and is OO,illJ-d ~Oil play 

~~i~I,~]J~~~politi~a~· influence 

even more in the future, ail 

upon what rern,".ins (in Euro:9e~ 

blt alsoRi: elsewhere) of the "Soiziet camp": once monolythic and 

world wide,, ±rmi!:ltl today surely :rmmk neither of the two. 

Of course, the stronger and more satisfying the definition 

,. 

!· 

' l:· 
I r 
!; 
t' 

' t;-; 
.re 

1 
a~ 

I' of the new ideologies &"l.d policies of "Eurocormnunisrrr'' will be; the· F. 

more they ;·1ill represent a challenge to the Sovi!ll·t Union, its 
' 

dated ideology, its imnJ.Obile policies~ But age. in,. it is the 

vital;ity of West.ern de•-;o•racy~ as devemoped by a great variety 

of political forces (liberal, catholic~ democratic~ re.dical~ 

social-democratic)~ xs~ as m~ch as the many failures of 

l 
i 
~: 
[ 

~ 
t r 
l 
. I 

17 
i' 
·' .f 
.[ 

~'c ...... Lonini"t Co<rn'=~m: that haa .. oompollod ~/oot~=-'"=:''t~~o. • .1• 
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7r I 
go through an agonizing reappraisal of their traditional ideas~ . l 
We must cmnclude that if Western Democrats really want toinfluence! 

' 
the Soi'iet; world,- challenging it in. a direct aYJ.d. indirect; \7ay ~· 

they ought perhaps to pay less attention to :iQf;;:n;::"Euroco=unism" ! 
and more to their ovm policies, sou that~· they can better meet I 

· expanding " mo;e / . 1 
and satisfy the ever/im=rm;rrh?;rg de:n.ands rorl equd~ty,. liberty.,; k,Vft 

I 
I 

de::J.ocratic :<Jartici.pation . ., by conte!::n:io:~ary society. 
' . -

AR.>UGO LEVI 
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C o n f e r e n c e 

ITALY AND THE CHA.''lGING EUROPEAN-AHERICAN RELATIONSHIP 

Bologna 

November 18-21, 1976. 

ITALY AND THE TRANS-ATLANTIC RELATIONS 

by Cesare Merlini 
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''West Europe Chiefs 'Tilt' to Ford", was the head.'.ine of the 

Washington Post t\vC' weeks before the presidential elections. 

While accepting that leaders do not always reflect their public 

opinions, such an affirmation can be seen as reasonably accurate • 

. How can this be explained? 

Probably in different ways. Euro-American relations were 

· .: certainly not so cad that they could become no :t-.'orse. Govern

ments on both sides of the Atlantic had got to know eDch other. 

Europeans knew what to expect from a reelected President Ford, 

especially once he had swept aside the doubts about the reapp0int

ment of his Secretary .of State. Carter, on the other hand, 

represented the unknown. This problem, which dogged him with the 

American electorate, will not be of secondary importance in his 

relations with foreign governments. Jimrny, his friends and 

advisers are little known to Eu:r::Jpean governments. This inciden

tally constitutes a failure of sorts for the Trilateral Corr®ission, 
' 

especially its European side, on which so many of them were re-· 

presented. 

But it may be more than that. Most Europea:1 governments con

. sider_the state of their relations with Hashington satisfying 

' , . 

QUEST A P.UBBUCAZib~'Et Dl PROPRIEi"A. 
bHL'ISTITUTO 'f-FFARI iNfERf'>JAZIONALI · 

. .·. 

• .......... /2 
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if not actually good. After an initial period in which Europe 

was neglected and excluded from the dialogue between the super

. powers, after the unexpected unilateral measures of August 1971 

· and the rather rude treatment meeted out during the Yom Kippur 

war and energy crisis, after the failure of the "year of Europe" 

. the last two years have seemed relatively easy going from the 

poi.nt of view of Western capitals. The F.R.G. benefited from 

·~~~~-its "special relationships" that had brought about the Bonn-

Washington axis within the Atlantic Alliance. Despite serious 
-... ~··.:.r·- - -- -- . 

economic difficulties, the old Anglo··Am~rican special relo.tion-

ship.managed to survive thanks to the depth of understanding that 

·existed between Callaghan and his former colleague Kissinger. 

Paris moved slowly but continuously towards Washington on various 

issues withinthe complicated balancing act that is Giscard's 

foreign policy. From Rome, American disquiet was seen as a use

ful counterweight to .internal pressures that were pushing the 

Communists slowly towards government. , ·'· ·. ·, ·:, · 

In addition the economic recovery with its beneficial effects 

, f·or Europe couid be identified with the Ford administration. 

American unemployment, of which Carter made so much in his elec

toral campaign was an issue of little significance on this side 

. of the Atlantic. Diffident pronouncements about the EEC, seen 

·in the U.S. as a potential economic rival, were replaced by a 

·more acceptable policy of "benign neglect" which managed t6 ob-

scure t-otentially divisive policies. Despite tensi·ons within 

NATO (lack of arr.1ament standardisation, differences of opinion 

on the uses of new technology, lack of cohesion on the Southern 

flank etc.) the organisation managed to survive above all as the 

sum of bilateral relations with Washington. 

' •...... /3 
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After the oft threatened withdrawal of American troops, U.S • . 
pressure on her allies moderated while her commitment to European 

defence remained reasonably credible given the improbability of 

the threat. So, while it was by no means an ideal situation, it 

----was acceptable. Continuity was preferable to change. 

- , __ Noone wished to admit that th-e situation of limited respon-

sibility in which Kissinger' s policy had put all the West European 

! ---governments had met their desires in a period when domestic pre-

occupations were dominant for all. This attitude was sustained 

;--~~T>y-the -growing iric1iffer-ence--of public opinion. A recent opinion 

_·_pole reveals that U.S.populnrity in Europe had reached an all

time low and that confidence in NATO has dropped· recently, even 

though Europe has no alternatives to the Alliance for her security. 

For various reasons the situation cannot continue and changes 

·are necessary. The new relationship between Europe and the lJ.S.A . 

. (and a new relationship there will be) will be the result of the 

sum of the necessary changes and those changes that the new 

· ••-- presidency will mean in itself. During his electoral campaign, 

Carter often repeated his desire to reestablish the position of 

·Europe in American foreign policy (even though he was not very 

explicit about the European Community) and to ref~rm NATO. If 

change worries the chancelleries of Europe, this kind of assertion 

is mor~ likely to increase than reduce their preoccupations. Never

theless there are European political forces, largely progressive, 

who locik forward to the Carter experiment with a prudent interest. 

While they are open to a new line, they are anxious to know more. 

The new U.S. administration has tFo choices. On the one hand, 

it could take more trouble'to reassure European governments, 

emphasising continuity, particularly followin-g 
.... . /4 

.. . ·. · .. · 
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theKissinger line of taking over European responsibilities in 

international political management, leaving the allies to deal 

with their 01vn internal ·problems. This would mean that inter

national developments would continue to contradict internal 

developments, and that in a cusis, as has happened before, the 

solidarity of the allies could not be taken for granted. On the 

other hand the new e.dministration could cultivate the interest 

sh01vn by progressive political forces and at the same time the 

European states could be given more say in their international· 

actions. This would avoid the development of introverted 

national attitudes and encourage them to harmonise internal 

change with the evolution of the international situation. An 

evolution which the U.S. must be ready to guide, but not 

exclusively. It is a choice betv1een hegemony and leadership. 

Europe (and Japan) confronts this situation weak and disor

ganised : as Carter begins his 4 year term of office their 

governments are all ·characterised by weak, divided or shifting 

majorities. The pronounced economic divergences create problems 

for both the strong and the weak , lead to disequilibrium in 

trade flows and fuel speculative pressures. Introversion will be 

· a strong temptation. This requires imagination, courage, sacrifice 

and foresight on both sides of the Atlantic • 

.... .- .,.:;- . 

. · The Alliance will be the first test. The need for a rethinking 

.. of European defence is clear. Without it the significance if not 
. . 

the existence of NATO is called into question. What sort of 

reform is necessary? Does it call for fine-tuning or profound 

revision? The indications coming from the Carter camp seem to 

suggest the reexarnination of the use of tactical nuclear weapons 

to reduce the possibility of local nuclear co'nflict. This will 

be presumably achieved by raising the threshold and emphasising 

.. 
• ••...... /5 
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conventional weapons, either through the introduction of new 

· techno.Jogies (P.G.M.) or· through rationalisation, that is a 

greater weapons standardization. This could reduce the'Allies' 

···-feeling of security. The Europeans have various objections : 

is this likely to encourage Europe to develop her own defence 

capability or to provoke closer alignment with the Americans, 

· ---as has recently been the case with France? If the threshold is 

·.:·raised, it ·is argued, deterrence is lessened and conflict in 

··----~Europe. more1ikei§:--thefact 'th·ac i t-·i s-orily-·a Conventional 

conflict is of little importance : it would be tremendously 

destructive. One can ask whether the situation would be the 

same in the .Mediterranean or if the Central and Southern flanks 

·-would become progressively distinct. In addition one would wish 

to know_whether a high technology conventional force WQU}d~m~an 

massive recourse to the American armaments industry or if 

·· . •· Washington would be .willing to compensate a greater Eur-opean 

defence effort with their agreement to allow a European defence 

---industry .to develop which would obviously mean, at first, a degree 
! , • 

of-protection. 

Finally there are disarmament negotiations, in·particular those 

·for the reduction of forces in Europe : what affect will the new 

situation .have on these? . What is the possibility of restarting 

·these ~lti.lateral negotiations that have a good deal of signi

ficance for the Europeans'? 

The point here is not so much the response to these doubts 

as in asking our American friends if they are ready to discuss 

these issues with their European partners, and if so, in what 

foruin they should be resolved. A unilateral solution would be 

quicker, but not so effective. ' . 

~ ••..••. · •.. /6 

.•' 
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·On the other hand, suitably representative European institutions 

do not exist. It is thus necessary to turn once againto the "wise 

·men", as has been done before within the Atlantic Alliance. This 

time there should be one "wise" European and one American. The 

·····choice of the "wise" European must be made in such a way as to 

favour a common position. 

The other problem of the Alliance is adaptation to domestic· 

developments. This concerns Italy particularly, has concerned 

Portugal in the past and may concern France in the future. Decla-

-----~7~·tio~s-':9.bo-t"if-:i.rico~p-ati.bilf ty have not. ser:;ed-th~ .Aili~;;~e, indeed 

· they have emphasised its weaknesses, nor can they curb such devel

loprrients. To be Atlanticist today is not a policy but a status. 

The status is accepted : according to the leader of the P.C.I. 

··'--eurocommunism does not merely accept the Atlantic Alliance but 

.needs it as a frameHork within which it can develop independently 

.. of the Soviet Union. New European security policies, worked out 

within the Atlantic cortext and backed up by rene\ved emphasis upon 

detente and disarmament, would impel both Comnrunists and other 

left Hing European forces to choose. In this way one returns to 

·. the problem of defining a new Atlantic policy, and by whom and 

how it should be defined. 

The future of the Alliance is to be found in the solution to 

this problem, not in the construction of a concentric structure, 

·based bn the degree of trustworthiness of the various allies, 

which would be politically divisive for Europe. 

-· . c .. · 

The economic questions which stem from the Euro-American 

relationship do not fit into a single institutional framework. 

In recent years they have been dealt with in "ad hoc" surrtfllit 

meetings that even \vhen they serve as more than a mere fa"ade 

__ ••• · •. _ ... /7 
• ·' 

. !l . 
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·(electoral motives .and/or semblance of action) have been dominated 

by pressing and immediate questions and have not been able to play 

any rqle in the solution of structural problems. The usefulness 

.of such meetings must be critically examined and the practice 

discouraged unless there is a critical situation to be faced and 

an institutional system exists capable of carrying out the ground 

·work. In addition the Nine must, without complaints from the 

:Americans, find a way to assure that there be no discrimination 

against any of them. Hember states must participate as the 
·-~--·"'"-··-~ 

'Community'. 

In the absence of an international monetary system the role 

of the dollar remains central, though not exclusive. The problem 

.of the relationship between currencies involves above all inter

···European relations. However, there can be no solution with 

purely monetary provisions, even if some progress could be made 

in the jofrit-h.olding of part of the reserves. Hore needs to be 

:done for the economies. 

Four types of problem appear to dominate, beginning with the 

·--·····most urgent:-

-The supply of energy may well be threatened again soon. None of 

· the Community policies in this sector saw the light of day, and 

"project independence" has largely failed. Thus we are moving 

towards new increases in the price of oil, with the associated 
" ,.. 

balance of payments problems, while there is still great uncer-

tainty as to alternative sources of energy. 

--Balanced develnpment of trade, not merely on the basis of free 

trade, but taking the inequalities within the industrialised world 

into account. Different imperitives are required depending on the 

state of the various economies. The leading stronger economies 

••••.... /8 
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must undertake far reaching internal adjustments. All must make 

sacrifices. 

;..The international division of labour. The U.S.A. has a dominating 

position, in part for security reasons, in high technology areas 

(in certain sectors, such as computers, almost monopolistic). In 

addition she tends to protect lowmd medium technology sectors. In 

the face of this the Europeans have partly similar partly different 

positions depending on the strength of their economies: traditionally 

----.the choice has been bet\veen trying to win a slice of the high 

technology sector, whose survival depends ultimately upon protection, 

and concentrating upon the intermediate sector, to which countries 

of the third world already aspire. 

-The control of multinational ~ompanies, with the aim of defining 

their area of activity, placing limits on their promotional ex-

.•cesses and channeling 

-.tives and disincentives. 

international investments_, through incen-

These are the areas in which the new U.S.A. administration must 

.swiftly give proof of itself ; these are the areas in which the 

Co!nmunity must regain a role. In the first place it must be the 

Europeans who decide. The Americans, rather than merely making 

declarations, must reconstruct the mutual trust that avoids ob

stacles. Up until now the EEC has constituted a bulwark against 

·protecftionism, despite the fact that it is itself surrounded by 

a protective barrier; Even now its reinforcement 'could act as a 

counterweight to competitive protectioriSm and it will be worth 
• 

paying the price of a few protective measures. One must never-

theless accept the prospect of a newly competitive future for 

the Europe of the Nine. 

.,:.·~· ..... /9 

·'· .. 
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To bring about· a policy more favourable to the Community 

.means doing away with the precedent established under Kissinger 

whereby the Europeans had to consult the U.S.A. before esta

blishing a conrrnon position. The success of this is particularly 

·-important for those countries who have traditionally had good 

relations with the USA. Autonomous decision making will 'favour 

.not only economic but eventually political and military inte-

-~_:_ ........ _gration. ~-·---·---~·-

.... ,.___ -~~. 
If the relaunching of relations Hith the Europeans that 

Carter seems to desire means merely cultivating relations with 

single European states, the result will be, apart from a honey

.moon with some country or other, a reinforcement of the domi-. 

nant role of Western Germany; If this role is not matched by 

integration, old misunderstandings \vill arise again along with 

·.national protectionist policies, national expansionism and a 

change in the balance of power. It vlill be a destalilising solution 

· in the long term. ..· .-·-
,_' 

The right of Europeans to extend their integration to defence 

must be reaffirmed to the Conrrnunist states who deny it,despite 

the fact that they have recognised the "reality of the Common 

Market". It is not that one should return to European opposition 

to the Soviet Union after years of East-West dialogue. The gains 

of detente must be reinforced not forgotten. One must merely 
/ 

remember that detente in Europe was more successful when the 

Community was stronger. 

Finally the Community constitutes a very useful test for 

checking on internal developments in Italy. The P.C.!. needs 

integration because, having chosen Wes.tern Europe as its area 

of action, as well as having decided to support supranationality 
' the success of the Community will represent the consolidation of 

. 
• 

... · .. -.... . /10 
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;l.ts leadership of Eurocommunism within which some hostility to 

the process of unification continues, such as that on the part of 

the French (\vhich in the same way as NATO permits an existence 

. · independent of, l1osco~v). On the other hand, the Europe of the Nine, 

more than any other international institution, identifies itself 

·with the democratic system. The Community's continued progress 

· .. through, for example, direct elections to the European Parliament, 

·will serve to reinforce this characteristic. Thus the attitude 

of the P.C.I. towards the developments within the Community (the 

.. fight against inflation, enlargement to the South, acquisition 

of its own resources, improvement of Community policies : these 

are the principal programmes on the agenda) and in the European 

·election campaign that, save for opposition or delays, will begin 

next year, will be enormously revealing given the conversion in 

. progress amongst Western European Communist parties, which re·· 

presents a victory for the democratic system • 

. Naturally, the shift to the left in some European countries, 

and the tendencies towards conservatism in others, creates ten-

sions among the Nine. If, as they say they do, the Americans 

want the Community to survive, it must be prevailed upon not to 

excommunicate errant members, at the behest of 1-lashington, but 

to reinforce its institutions and their democratic characteristics 

in order to absorb such tensions. A European election vlill be a 

good tccasion to test this. 

..-: .·· 

· .... 

... . 
~. · . 

... ; . 
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J. Robert Schaetzel 
28 Octo~er 1976 

GENERAL)RENDS IN US-EUROPEAN RELATIONS· 
., 

I 

Under any circumstanc;es predicting the precise movements 

of American foreign policy is a dangerous pastime. To do so 
~ 

.·.{0 

immediately before a presidential election, as this is written, 

and with. a diplomatic establishment dominated by a singular 

personality creates a situation not unlike that of 1952 when 

Eisenhower and Dulles took over from Truman and Acheson. Analysis 

is not helped by ·-florid campaign rhetoric, .a Secretary of State 

rushing to write the last pages of the history of his regime, a 

drama played out before an American public only marginally 

.. interested in foreign affairs. 

The Nixon-Kissinger era of American diplomacy has imprinted 

unique elements on American policies which ,in tJU'_n_._h<,lve had 

remarkable continuity. The Kissinger contribution has been 

unique. No successor will attempt to emulate him. The question 

remains how much of Kissinger's methodology has seeped into the 

American system--the emphasis on superpower relations, on personal, 

secretive diplomacy and problem solving, on tolerance of Soviet 

and ,Chinese communism against strong reaction to communist inroads 

in South Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin America--and in 

Western Europe, .on .indifference ·to the economic and social aspects· 

.. E:lOEsTA PI::IBIH\Cl\Z\ONE t Dl PRO,PRIET.A 
DELL'ISTITUTO AffARI \NfEf<NAZIONAll 
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of international relations, of uninterest in the plight of the 

poor nations, on antipathy to international institutions and 

procedures. Ovei the last year there has been belated interest 

shown by Kissinger in these latter issues. This should help 

his successor . 

Prediction of American policy is not made easier by the 

changing scene in Europe. There is no early end in prospect 

·to the economic crises of Britain, Italy and France. Political 

instability is endemic. Inflation, recession and unemployment 

have replaced almost a generation of remarkable economic growth 

and the dramatic improvement of individual standards of living. 

In writing this paper I have made no attempt to achieve 

excessive and synthetic objectivity. These predictions are 

/ 

_colored by personal preference as was suggested when I was invited 

to prepare these notes. But I have tried to keep in mind what 

·would seem to serve both American and European interests, and 

at the same time; would be plausible in the light of American 

attitudes and the forces at work wi th_in' the- coun-t-ry-. ~:-

II 

The most striking development in American thinking about 

international affairs is the sharp increase in popular concern 

about national security and support for a decisively strong 

American defense. · There are many factors which have led to 
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this state of mind. The nature, the benefits and the likely 

evolution of American-Soviet relations (detente) had been over-

sold to the public. The Soviet's expanding defense establish

ment, exploitative behavior in southern Africa and the Middle 

East, the absence of expected results from Helsinki·-•11 these 

developments and others have led to disillusionment. In part 

the reaction to the debacle of Vietnam, in part the conclusion 

that we are condemned to live in a hostile world, have encouraged 

Americans to become more nationalistic and more determined to 

be second to none. 

With respect to American-European security relations it 

makes little difference who wins the next election. There is 

every indication that the United States will continue its strong 

support for NATO and continue its tangible commitment of troops 

to the defense of Europe. Apprehension about the Soviet Union 

has understandably enhanced in the eyes of Americans the impor-

tance of its European and Japanese allies. Questions about 

nuclear weapons and strategy, the asymmetry of the general purpose 

forces and equipment of the Warsaw Pact and NATO suggest that 

the Western allies must undertake an urgent review of NATO strategy. 

--·--- -------

Some movement by America away from excessive addiction to 

personal, bilateral relations with only the major European powers 

seems likely. Th{s will come about partially as a normal reaction 

to the Kissinger technique, partially as a realization that a 
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Balkanized Western Europe is in no one's interest. Obviously 

a major ingredient of trans-Atlantic relations will continue 

to be the bilateral connections, put presumably alongside 

greater attention to functional international institutions and 

to the European Community. 

There are two conflicting trends in American thinking. 

One, which has been expressed by Carter, is systematic consulta

tion, greater sensitivity to European interests; the second, is 

a national mood which fancies toughne~s, assertion and the 

aggressive protection of national interests. For the moment, 

while American opinion is volatile, the latter attitude appears 

dominant. Moynihan became a national folk hero with his 

fundamentalist moralism, insistence on presenting American views 

no matter how unpopular or ineffective this expression might be 

with the United Nations' audience. It will be difficult for 

any administration to deal with the popular clamor for a hard 

line in America's relations with the Soviets. -~-----,·=--'-·--·~ 

These various factors which produce the "get tough" mood 

• have unpleasant implications for detente and negotiations for 

the control of both conventional and strategic weapons. If 

nationalism and assertiveness should come to dominate American 
•. J i "' 

diplomacy the side effects on many issues, for instance, the 
o 1 I l J • o I I • .' \ l • I , , 1 :. I J : 

Multilateral Trade Negotiat~ons, could be unpleasant. And there 
· l J rJJ , •I 

are other areas where America's nationalistic unilateralism 
, ,; , 1 l , , , I l : ' Ill .I I 

. >.JI!Ililli. y . 

I I .. • : j ,; '' >. '.'I I : , . , : 11 :' 
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could create difficulties for American-European relations: 

with respect to relations with OPEC, to the demands of the 

LDCs, to disagreement with Germany and France over the export 

of nuclear technology and materials. 

A sensible reconciliation of these conflicting forces 

at work within America is essential. With respect to most 

issues European and American interests are not irreconcila.<Jle. 

In some cases (with respect to oil and raw materials) the 

objective situations of·the two continents are different and 

can lead to different strategies. Agricultural trade is an 

inherently difficult problem because of differing land and 

climatic factors and market philosophy. While it is by no means 

certain, one can reasonably hope that the next administration 

will appreciate the dangerous consequences that would flow from 

an American-European confrontation, seek to expand those areas 

of urgent common interest on a basis of equality and mutual 

respect, and work to insure that where substantially different 

American and European interests exist these are not allowed to 

contaminate general relations. 

The disastrous decline in America's popular support for 

the United Nations could have serious implications. Disenchant

ment with the.UN coincides with eight years of Washington 

indifference of all international organizations and the contrasting 

·obsession with classical, bilateral diplomacy. Americans h'>ve 
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thus become accustomed to a regime of pragmatic, non-institu

tionalized international relations. The unspoken premise has 

been that institutions and rules hamper unilateral action and 

national independence. 

A major effort will be required to reorient American 

diplomacy back to an institutional framework. With the increas

-ing emphasis on the economic component as the central ingredient 

in international relations the United States should reconsider 

the role of the OECD and see whether this institution cannot be 

put to more imaginative use. This would mean less resort to 

unproductive ad hoc arrangements, such asthe conference at 

Puerto Rico. However, it would be unrealistic to expect that 

there will not be future Puerto Ricos. The challenge will be 

to insure that they do not damage essential bilateral relations; 

and especially international institutions. 

III 

This leads to American policy with regard to the European 

Community. Despite the rhetoric, Nixon-Kissinger-Ford policy 

has alternated between polite indifference and thinly veiled 

hostility. A more positive approach is likely. This will come 

about with an appreciation of the futility of dealing l'lith 

Europe primarily as nation states and with the realization 

that only Europe acting collectively will add the weight and 
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influence necessary for the solution of common problems. 

This inclination should be _strengt)lened by the nomination 

of Roy Jenkins as President of the Commission and the prospect 

of a directly elected European Parliament. But this inclina-

tion toward a more forthcoming American policy will be condi

tioned by Europe's policies and actions. Recent excesses of 

bilateralism, while led by the United States, have hardly had 

to overcome European resistance. With few exceptions European 

· political leaders have fallen over one another in their eager-

ness to play the bilateral game. The habit will not be broken 

easily. But if a relationship of greater equality across the 

Atlantic is to develop European governments must lend more._th<IP. .. "-'-'···· 

verbal support to the Community. 

With respect to nuclear proliferation, especially the 

spread of plutonium and reprocessing technology, the attention 

given the problem by Ford and Carter offers proof of the 

dramatic rise of public concern. ·Inevitably this issue will 

receive even more urgent attention in 1977. How America and 

Europe deal with nuclear proliferation will be a test of our 

capacity to develop a closer and more effective Atlantic relation-
-~ 

ship. The provisions of the Euratom treaty, on the face of it,· 

commend the Community as the European partner with which the US 

should work in .this large endeavor •. Up to now the discussions 

among the "nuclear suppliers" have ignored the-Community. A new 
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· .. ·American administration \~ould welcome a single "Europe!ln" 

interlocutor in this critical field. But if there is to be 

'-' . 

. -,-,;' .. 

. l' . . ·' 

,_._ .· 

a significant Euratom role, the first step will be to over- . 
..... 

--.-· -·~~;.,;~~..,....,-- ... 

come French preference for bilateral arrangements and . 

resistance to Community preeminence. 

Irr sub~t,a.!ltive areas outside the Tready of Rome, primarily .·. · .. 
·· .... 

political affairs, here again the United States w_ill be more ... : .... : . ·' 
·"-·-- ·--~---pr~pared to deal with'~'tollective Europe. The Helsinki con- • 

ference was a precursor of this just as the members of the 

Community have been working closely together and employing a 

single spokesman with respect to much United Nations' business. ·. :. 

' Arriving at common European positions and designating a spokes-:· . 

man is-a laborious process. It will be neither easy for Europe · 

to strengthen and expand this process nor for the United States ."~ 

to forego the quick and habitual direct contact with two or 

three of the major capitals. Yet if Americans and Europeans 
. :::'·-·'·~·,·. ", . 

'· ... 

appreciate the added weight. and seriousness this approach offers· :;: .. L 
... :. 

th~ Community the additional proce'dural difficulties should 
.. ' 

seem a reasonable price to pay. 

IV 

In the light of the foregoing it may seem paradoxical to 

assert that America's foreign policy in the postwar period has 

· been remarkable for its continuity.. Even de1tente, if extreme 

' 

.. , __ , 

claims and fears are discarded, is not,a particularly novel concept;. 
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Well before Nixon, ·both Democrat~c and Republican administrations; .. 
' 

had sought to enlarge the areas of peaceful mutual interest and 
·'l 

---· .. · 
to reduce tensions. While larger shifts have slowly taken .~ ., ....... 

'. ;·J 

~- place--Sino-Soviet nuclear balance, the rich-poor relationship-- ' 
:;· 

. .. ·.)the dramati~ change has been in advertising and in determining 
'-~ ·, .. . . :.:~ .,,., . . . ... . 

;·, ,.·. :,;-::··. )American-Soviet relations as the predominant element in American,_,, rr; . foreign policy. Just as Nixon and Ford absentmindedly accepted 

i·t;,rs .··.· t~e broad lines of inherited policies with respect to Western 
'··' ·;:L~. 

· ... 

• . , 

. •,-·_ 

. ' 

Eu~ope, so will the next administration. Continuity can be a 

crucial asset in assuring popular and legislative support for 

foreign policy . 

.. 

A new element which does not fit into known patterns is 
·::. 

·.( Eurocommunism, particularly the prospect that the communist party 

in one or several European countries may come to share political 

1 · power. Europeans should appreciate that American apprehensions 
':. 

about this development are something more than the reflex reaction· ·· · 

of capitalists to communism. Also, this unease about Eurocommunisla>' 

has to be seen in the light of renewed concern throughout America '' ·· ·. 

· .... regarding Soviet military capabili~ies ~nd intentions and its 

.. . ~·, 

behavior elsewhere in the world. .. 
'\, 

• ->1 • 

Responsible Americans raise serious, basic questions. Where 
~· -· ' 

does the ideological allegiance of the Western European communist ··· · 
,:, 

· parties ·lie, with the European demo'cracies or with the. USSR? 

The expresse_d commitment of the CPI, for instance,· to constl'Uctive. · 
.... 

I . 
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economic and social policies is important, but does the declared 

commitment to democratic 
}' 

procedures include the internal proces·<~· '· 
,., . .-~...~ . ~-~' 

ses of ·the party itself? In short is this declaration of 
·;_ . _<; .... 

principle anything more than a political maneuver? What is the ';> .·., 
' ,·>~--· \~-~:;: parties with regard to European '· 

~ .' ..... 
'" 

. ;:?';./ real position of the communist 
J;; ·r•~ ~- r· 
,;~~(~~<:.· < security, to those objective conditions between East and West 

·;; .... · which led to the establishment of the North Atlantic Alliance?·:~• .. ,.:· ... ·. 
:.·.-· ··:"\-' 

~- .:' i >>· 
American minds are not closed on this issue. But it is 

.. ·, 
Ho • .:-~-· f ";.• 0 

.. - •' ;,:: . 
well to reemphasize that Eurocommunism does not fit into the ·- '-

:~;.>i'·'\ .. established patterns which are familiar to Americans. Reason- ' ... 
• - •'' _!. -~ ·,., •. -' :· 

:: .: able Americans will apply certain tests, including the attitudes <· 
. ' --, 

and policies endorsed by the communist parties with respect to · .:'t~:,;;~·Ar;; 
·· ·' · .. ·the European Community and NATO. - - ,\~.;'I ' . . They will also be sens1t1ve to ·~ · 

.. positions the communist parties take regarding USSR adventurism 

in Africa and the Middle East. Ambiguous answers can·generate 

., . ' 

';-._. 

. ambiguity within Europe and force Americans to review in a· funda~ .. · .. 

mental fashion the rationale for its commitment to Europe~ 
I r' -, 

- ., - ...... .... 
--~------- ..:. =-"'"'~----~ 

,_·.·: · ... - ,,. _____ .... V 

-,I·_ 

; , ... . 
-.~.·: ..... , .. ·' .,_, 

' 
., " . · . .- . 

-· .. _,. 

With respect to'European-American economic relations the, 

trends are unclear, even contradictory • There are favorable factors •. 

American~ in general have been reasonably satisfied with the way 

·.the international economic system adjusted to the series of m~jor 

·shocks--breakup of the Bretton Woods ~ystem, the energy and dnan

cial crises, and the present unholy alliance of.· recession, inflation · 
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· and unemployment. "Satisfaction" hardly describes tolerance 

of these disturbing phenomena. But satisfaction derives partly,,!;( .... , 
,·· ,. ' '.·1:',..,_, ". ' 

. ''· from what did not happen. Beggar-thy-neighbor policies have. :'.~·.:~':'_;')'~, ' 
·r, 
;;, 

been avoided. In spite of the cost in terms of real income 
.. \1' 

. ,_;:/ the world absorbed the quadrupling of oil prices. Although 
1 

.n. 
outside the formal institutional framework, there have been 

, -continuing financial consultation and collaboration among the 

advanced industrialized countries. 
' 

,.-.. . , __ . 
America seems finally to have developed a degree of economic 

,'-:-- literacy. The 1975-1976 recession produced the ritual demands for 
' . .' . 

~-

• 
. ·-

'· ... 

; __ , 

·::,,-; protectionist responses, but neither Congress nor the Executive·· 
... , 
. .', . . -' 

.. -.. !{ .. '" ~~· .. reacted in the normal Pavlovian fashion. . ,~ ·,_;:· .. ;.. •. 'i Despite the fact that 
'' ... 

over the years legislation has opened wider the road for the 
' ,._ 

-•·· protectionists, the decisions of the administering agencies have' . ___ ,, 

·,_ , .. 
generally reflected a bias in favor of freer trade. Despite ad·· _., 

. . . - . ·: 1-' ·' . 

-.·'verse economic conditions and a difficult election campaign the_'' :, · 
. : -·_.·. : 

. ··:...- - administration has continued to prepare for the Mul tilate.ral · ' . . ·-~- ::. __,,. ,, 
'I• . ~·· ' ' H' 

'' ' " · · Trade Negotiations. 
L' ): •• 

-~ ·\ ·' ·'·· . ·~ -'! 

. . . " 
' :· Before speculating further about future trends it would be.i,;',, 

1>; -- -'' -<: ·. · · ·well to examine- the unfavorable factors. Relations between 
. ' .. . ; .. 

_, 
. ' 

Europe and the United States are influenced increasingly and 
•' .. 

. ') .: .. , 
,, · · primarily by the management, or mismanagement, of domestic 

:; . economic affairs. Put simply, nations are more and more.affected 

l . I. I 

by the economic poliCies andbehavior of their neighbors-(witness 
' . ' 

' 
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. -·.· 
,· '--!"' ',,' 
~--· .· . 

:--· i. ;.::/~ 

~~: 
the problems the. decline of the pound created for the lira and t:~· ....... 

:'_-~·~::~~~::;; .• ; '. 

:the French franc). Yet, because economic policies are the 
. • :·.~ j : __ :.. : •• 

)~.'::·~,: !' essence. of nationQl life, pervasive internal forces insist that ;~(\i:;·'~:. 
~ , these are purely domestic matters which must be solved without · .. :•~ 
.;,~"',: .·:,; :·,_,. ';/ 

;;t· ·:,r•·:.::};~~>f external interference. The Labor Party's National Executive ~,:.> 

,i':")fp:t~:;,} provided a bitterly ironic example of this when it insisted that jq,·; 

~1~,;~;!5 ::::: ::::::.::,:: :::,::,::.::<::::::• .::r::e .;::~d ,::•:.::· 
.· _ .... _·,::" ·< 

· economic Arcadia. In short nations continue their attempts to . ·:--...... 

' 1(.'r.:> ·'; square the circle: acknowledge increased international inter- ·< 

r~~\~~:_.; ';( ''.dependence, but encourage nationalism and practice nationalistic 
·,.I 

..... 
·-. ,; .. ' 

\;;.;'{·.:;;; / .: ' :responses. . ' .. 
,, f . 

-.. ··' ,;,, ~~-. ':.. .. 
-~ .. -~ .. '• . .. ' . ,., 
,,. ' -.: · .. '.'~ .. ' 

·_--.f~·-;\;.: · .. 
,!· •• 

. ;. : . ·:·· •' '•, 

. . 

America is not immune to less than.creditable moralizing tha~ 

many of Europe's economic problems stem from a lack of self

discipline, that that critical disease inflation is a function 

;:_:. 

• ,! 

Germany and America enjoy , .. 

done by Milton Friedman's admirers, it can result in Puritanical 

the criticism; but moralistic extremism is both unrealistic 

politically for the seriously sick and furthermore can encourage;· 

the strong nations· to slip into the role of curious bystanders 

at the scene of an accident. The Ford administration, with its ' · 

laissez•faire predilection has leaned in this direction • 

· .. · .. 
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,·, 

;~~t- "'~:-:_.~ -. ': 

political and economic logic in foreseeing a major role for 

the European Community, with other non-Community countries fol-

!owing the lead of the Community and supporting its efforts. 

In this chaotic period it will be vital ·to manage-those real 

economic and political policies. This imposes an obligation to 

insure that varying tactics be handled so as to minimize adver~e 

effects on the larger mutual interests of the two sides of the 

.. 

·-f.:. 

~· ·, 

'·' ' 

. ··--~ 

,, ' 

:Atlantic. A special burden will fall on the United States to keep 

\;·~,: : ;" · in mind the larger picture and control the zeal of domestic groups 

:~';'. ::;_. ·which would happily pursue a small issue to death no matter how 

tt. :~i,::i ' ; . 
-} ' 

" -~.':" .... _ ' . 
-~ ~"- ' ·, I•T :--· 
·;~~ ' 

-~· ·-· 

;~----~· 
~ ·~ .. 

·,·:! .. 
_,· . 

,, 
I 

harmful the effects on overall Ame·rican goals. Again,· an administra· 

tion les.s idolatrous of Adam Smith and adversary economic relations 

is more apt to recognize the need for compromise and. accommodation.· 

., 
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' . 
In 1977 Europe and the United States will have to decide .. · · .. 

,, : 
; :-~ .- ;. ' '' 

'; . ~-- :, -:: . .'', ,·.: how and at what speed they wish to continue the Multilateral 

Trade Ne.gotiations. The international economic environment 
.,._. ..... . . ' . ' ~ ) .. 

could hardly be less conducive to negotiations. Yet the pres-·· ..• 
"~:- '·/ 

<,!sure must be kept on, looking to conclusion of negotiations in /·• 
.. . l, .. t. 

:!1978 or 1979. 

·> 
Indeed, in the future it should be marginally easier to 

.deal with the ideological differences (free market vs. dirigisme) 
,..,_. ~. 

i\ 1
: ·which underlie American-European economic relations, with each 

:--~~(~··~··\;;;·:.:~: ;. 

.. ~ : 

(!.• .· 
-•:t, _.: S. .. ·.· 
1'~ ' . l ~-' , 

• 'j ... 

side diluting dogmatic extremism. Evidence that this hope may 

not be entirely romantic is the advice given by the CPI to the 

f ·: • · ·'~ Italian government urging restraint in nationalizing industries 
' . 

. . ~-

~~~ . . -·,,,,.: ·' 
...... ·,;-,.__ 

. '\h-'':~ . ·.·.·· 
. · .. ,_. ~--- . L: .. ,,. 

,, '_.,_' 
:, '. ,_. 

• ·~ 1 

:.' .·. 

and noting the virtues of greater competition • 

America and Europe must face the overriding world problem 

of the poor nations becoming poorer and of the decline of interest 

and support in their plight by both Americans and Europeans. 

This is a prime example of the axiom that Europe and America will 

· advance together, or retreat together. Europe has.__shown more 

··. ·· imagination and initiative recently in facing this problem than 
·I·: 

••·e 

.has the US. ' The Lome convention is an example of European leader-
J.!, 

,. f, •• 

ship . Western Europe has shown greater flexibility and imagination· 1·· 
. , 

.,;., .. 
.regarding multilateralizing foreign aid than has the United States • 

. ,;···' · · The~·relative cohesion of Europe and the role of the Community with 
' .·. ~- ' 

• !·. ' '· . :·;.: ·r 
t .· ·- : 

' . 
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· •.. 
·. with respect to the poor nations suggest that this is a case · 

·. ···.·- where a further European lead would be practical and useful '• ( 
,. 

.. ~ ' 
in galvanizing America. This could be psychologically bene.,-·c:c :~;;.:._~C __ 

"': . 
. . ficial to both Americans and Europeans.· The United State~ 

. '· ;.;;,; -,_i' under a Democratic administration will be more receptive to · · -: /. · 
•'",-'' 

., 
-·~··' 

: ' ..... 
.. ~ ' 

·\··:;.~ 1,;>~ ... ,• 

t • ·. ~.-.. -1. : 

. '\:.::;. ~--_'') \. 
.f"'-o, 

,. 

,. 

.... 

~- ' f . . ., ~ ; 

such an initiative and more inclined to enlarge programs 

designed to aid the developing nations • 

No speculation about trends in American policy can be 

. _complete without a reference to the attitude and role of the 

i· '""' ·• : 

· Congress. The legislature is determined to resume its position·· 

as. the separate but equal branch of government. It will not 

and cannot be denied an important voice in American foreign 

relations. Furthermore, as the center of gravity moves towards 

·_- · economic policies and issues the Congress is inevitably, even 

more involved. Europeans must also appreciate the change in 

the makeup of the Congress. It is filled now with legislators 

who see international relations in moral terms, whose instincts 

are nationalistic and who are too young to have experienced the 

· drama and then the success of that unique postwar relationship 

-between America and Europe. 

The challenge to the Executive Branch will be to see that 

.the legislature is informed and to nourish the latent desire 

-·· .... ·: ·.',, .. 

·_of Congress to assist, and not to frustrate. There is an imp or•': 

tant opportunity open to_ Europe'. With the direct election of ' 

,, the European Parliament in prospect and a more active American 
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. Congress, 1977 is the time to develop a formal inter-parliamentary 
'. ·, 

.· ::' 

·relationship,building on the useful work that has been done 

between the present European Parliament and the Congressional ... 

. · group' led by Praser and Rosenthal. 

. ' 

VI 

America is slowly returning to an appreciation of the impo~
TO 

tance of Western Europe ~ its largest interests and of the 

'significance of European influence in dealing with the towering 

world problems. America should be less inclined to alternate 

between ignoring Europe and seeking to dominate.it. In 1977, 

Washington is likely to press on Europe a larger role, to accept · 

the reality of diversity and to work toward a more balanced 

. ' 

An American strategy along these lines depends much on 
·">: Europe itself. Overshadowing all problems is the current economic . -7 . .,. 

,. ... 
· crisis. Staunching British and I,:talian hemorrhages is only the 

"' first step. Further momentum in internal European affairs and a 

... ,. more responsible role for Europe on the world scene are possible 
~!<· -:·:; ,:~ ·. 

· only from a secure and expanding· economic base, and one without 
., . 

· .• - ·. 
·' ~ • • • ' "0 

today's wide disparities in national performance. 

Concommitant with this is the indispensability that Europe 

take European union seriously. In a statement in Brussels on · 

September24 Prime Minister Tindemans·said, "Duringmy visits to 

.,.,,· 
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European capitals, I was forced to observe that there is a 

wide break separating public opinion and the political leaders 

who speak so eloquently of building Europe, but do so little 

to bring about this aim. Once again, during this period of 

crisis, it has been demonstrated just how powerless the national 

states are in waging a concerted battle against inflation and 

unemployment. Let us harbor no illusions. The prospects of 

setting up European Union do not seem to me to be very promising 
~- 't' 

at the moment." This from the most dedicated "European''· leade,r-''-·~~ .. 

The central point .is that America's budding instinct for 

common purpose and endeavor, its renewed feeling for the impor

tance of Atlantic relations, its willingness to find ways of 

assisting beleaguered European nations .• must have something 

real and cohesive with which to relate~ 
'• 

* •. 

~~· .. : 
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ITALY AND THE CHANGING EUROPEAN-AMERICAN RELATIONSHIP 

Bologna 

November 18-21, 1976. 

ITALY'S ROLE IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 

by Altiero Spinelli 

This analysis will be divided into two symmetrice.l sections: 

A. Italy's role in the European Community. 

B. The European Community's role in Italy. 

In a brief appendix we will examine certain problems regarding 

the Atlantic Alliance. 

A. Italy's role in the European Community 

There is probably no country in Europe where there is a greater 

and a more spontaneous consensus around the idea of European Unity 

than in Italy. Among the various Federalist movements which grew 

up during the resistance it was the Italian movement ~hich proved 

most capable of influencing public opinion; the mc,vement' s in

fluence was in fact felt in nearly all sectors of public life. 

In ~the early days of the building of Europe the left (repre

sented in Italy by the PSI - th(! Socialist party - and the PCI -

the Communist party) took up an anti-European stance. This was 

determined by the central position in Socialist and Communist 

foreign policy held by the Soviet Union. Towards the end of the 

1950s the Socialists, followed ten years later by the Communists, 

abandoned the So~t Union's European policy. Rapidly and cohe

rently they became aware of their interest and the country's in-

OOESTA P8llBLIC~ZIONE, t Dl, ~ROFRIETA 
DELL'IST!TUTO Aff,\RI IN I ERNPLIONALI 
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terest in the growth of unity between the democratic states of 

Europe. Trade-Unions and Employers associations are similarly 

lined up in favour of European Unity. 

The only sector of the Italian political spectrum where 

hostility to Europeanism is still express:·d are small groups 

. on the far left of the Socialist party who continue to dream of 

Socialism in one country. The only hostile economic interest 

groups lie within state industry, whose role is too much that of 

a parasite to face up to the European market. Even in these two 

cases opposition to Europeanism is exprocla'.i:med with some caution, 

for it seems to go against the main current of feeling amongst 

the Italian people. 

The Lack of support for purely economic integration 

The preference .:or all-round political integration 

Italy's advanced industrial sector has succeeded in overcoming 

the handicap represented by fascism's policy of autarky and by the 

damage done by a war fought on.Italian soil. When Italy joiried the 

ECSC she had neither iron nor coal. She has developed, since she 

joined the Common Market a steel industry such as she could never 

.have had during the previous seventy years of protectionism. Having 

joined the market she has chaotically, indeed bloodi.ly, transformed 

herself from an agricultural into a predominantly industrial coun

try. 

Despite all this the country, the government, the political 

parties and other interest groups have remained somewhat cool 

towards the way ~-n which integration has proceeded. One by one 

sectors have been identified in which a common policy is required. 

Never however has there been an overall vision of solidarity be·· 

tween the peoples of Europe or even of their common interests • 

. . . . . . . /2 
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Italy is only partially an advanced industrial state. ··The 

South has the characteristics of a developing Mediterranean coun

try (weak modern social, economic and political structures, the 

disintegration of the archaic structures of a pre-industrial 

society, a high level of emigration amongst the most dynamic sec

tors of the population). Italy is engaged in an aduous attempt 

to overcome this gap between North and South. It is realised that 

if this attempt fails it will be hard for her to obtain, as is 

her ambition, the status of a civilised, modern, democratic country. 

For this reason Italy's main interest in European unification 

is the formulation of policies and policy tools capable of stren

thening inter-European solidarity, in such a way as to build a 

Europewithm which one country's problems and ills are felt as 

the problems and ills of all. ·Given that this kind of conscious

ness can only come about through the involvement of the population 

in politics through democratic institutions, particular interest 

has been shown in the prospects for political unification. Side 

by side with this political union of Europe Italy has always argued 

in favour of a strong regional policy involving the whole Conmrunity 

in the development of backward regions. 

Amongst the six Italy was virtually isolated in this demand. 

Today Britain with its own regional problems, which despite being 

very different from those of Italy are extremely serious in nature, 
~ 

and Ireland, which is, as a whole, a developing area, have joined 

the Community. It is no longer possible to ignore the need for 

a genuine policy of supranational solidarity. This need will be

come even more obvious as we move closer towards Greek, Portu

guese and Spanish membership of the Community
1

as will the need 

for a coherent Community Mediterranean policy. The Italian political 

•........ /4 
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parties and groups and indeed Italy as a whole can play a far from 

insignificant role in the transformation of the Community from a 

Community of merchants (to use Chancellor Brandt's words) into a 

Community capable of formulating a policy for society (which means 

more than just a social policy). If Europe is to play this role 

pro-European feeling is not enough :- it will be necessary to de

fine Italian problems and needs within the framework of general 

European problems and needs. If Italy, however, is to win the 

right to be heard, the country must be governed in such a way that 

that which can and must be done, to keep her within the Communit~ 

is done. This could be of no little benefit to the other member 

states for whom the Italian market is of far from negligible im

portance. 

The emergence of Communist forces on the European political scene 

as a factor favouring both democracy and Europe. 

Since the beginning of the cold war Italy has been governed 

by the Christian Democrat Party, around which have clustered a number 

of smaller parties. 

The original exclusion of the Communist and Socialist parties 

from government was due, on the one hand to the conservative parties' 

decision to keep the workers' movement out of politics, on the other 

to the latters' persistance in a policy of internal revolutionary 

transformation and international pro-Sovietism, rejected by the 

majority of the country. 

The result was that for thirty years Italy was governed by a 

political grouping which, although it had popular support,was 

essentially conservative in nature. The public administration was 

......... /5 
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allowed to deteriorate and become corrupt. There was no serious 

policy of structural reform to accompany the industrialisation of 

the country. 

The Socialist party's attempt, during the 1960s,to change the 

nature of the government by joining it, failed on account of the 

party's lack of sufficient electoral power and strength of purpose. 

The degenerative aspects of the situation became more acute. The 

largely parasitic state bourgeoisie won a dominant position for 

itself. Corporative priviledge and subsidies were accorded to 

any industrial, farming , industrial or office workers' group 

which was sufficiently powerful to demand them. All this led to 

a progressive weakening in the dynamism of the Italian economy 

which .had characterised the previous decade. When the world 

monetary crisis and the oil crisis arrived the Italian economy, 

beset by old problems (the Southern question) and new ones (the 

resurgence of corporative priviledge) showed itself, together with 

the British economy, to be among the weakest in Europe. 

If there is no' recovery, in the flirly immediate future, Italy 

will soon find it impossible to observe existing Community regu

lations, still less to help to develop better ones for the future • 

. A recovery is only possible however; if on the one hand the 

government adopts a policy of austerity and of abolishing corpora

tive priviledge whilst on the other investment and consumption are 

redirected in such a way as to favour a more balanced, a better 

organised and a juster society. This complex policy requires that 

all the major social and political groups with which the Italian 

people identify should be granted their share of Tesponsability. 

Only this kind of joint respormbility in the difficult period 

ahead is capable, in the eyes of Italian citizens,of guaranteeing 

that this policy of austerity will be applied justly and that 

its aim will be the improving of society rather than simply the 

••..•••• /6 
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restoration of the status quo. 

This raises the problem of the involvement in government of 

the Communist party (with 34% of the vote) and the Socialist party 

(with 13% of the vote). In other words it is necessary on the one 

hand to bring to an end the unopposed hegemony of the Christian 

Democrats, on the other to attempt a political experiment which 

has never been tried before in Europe, namely the taking on by a 

Communist party of a major responsability in the rebuilding and 

renewal of a democratic society, carried through with full respect 

for the rules of democracy, the aim being the introduction of ele

ments of Socialism into a ~ociety which has every intention of 

continuing to found itself upon democratic institutions and a 

market economy. · 

This is not the place in which to describe the way in which 

the problem is being faced in Italy and the difficulties it is 

creating. Here I simply· wish to emphasize that the very future 

of Italian democracy depends on _the success of this operation. 

If the workers' movement continues to be excluded from government 

responsability there will be insufficient consensus to guarantee 

the survival of democracy. If as the Communi<t:s' opponents claim,.. 

the PCI aims to enter the citadel of power so as to change its 

nature from within;then in this case too democracy would be 

doomed. The Communist party has however been for a long time 

preparing, after a deep reanalysis of the history of the party 

and of its programme, to become a democratic, reformist govern

ment party. The moment of truth is now near. 

The importance of the process in European terms is clear. 

European Democracy has, to date, been founded upon the Social

democratic the Christian Democratic and the sometimes more, 

........ . /i 
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sometimes less conservative liberal schools of political thought. 

Whereas this represents a reasonably complete picture of the 

Northern European political spectrum it gives only a partial and 

distorted view of the Mediterranean countries of Europe (the 

Iberian peninsula, France, Italy, etc.). A Communist role in 

Italian government will thus· oblige the Community to realise that 

similar developments are going to occur in other Community 

member-states and in countries now presenting their candidature 

for membership. Western Europe is no longer going to be repre

sented solely by the great socialdemocrat, catholic and liberal 

parties, but by the major Communist parties as well. 

The Italian Communists thus have the responsability to fight 

with greater coherency and with greater energy than in the past 

for these European aims, which, as we have seen are widely felt in 

Italy:- a political ratherfuan a purely economic Europe with 

genuine democratic participation in decision-making, the aim being to 

build a just European society. 

Given that the French Communist party has yet to realise the 

~eed to such a policy, this has so far remained,in France, the 

responsability of the. French Socialist party. In Italy the 

Communist party has demonstrated that it is conscious of its 

responsabili ty towards the courtry and towards Europe. Will Europe 

in turn adopt an understanding attitude towards the political 

problems posed by the Italian Communists, a problem which they will 

continue to pose even more acutely in the coming months and years? 

B. The role of the Community in Italy 

Italy is an important cultural, political, demographic and 

economic sector both of the present: and of the possible future 

enlarged Community. It: is enough to look at the figures for 

• . ........ /8 
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inter-Community trade to realise the importance of the Italian 

market for Italy's partners. It is enough· to look at a map of 

the Mediterranean to realise Italy's political significance. It 

is enough to consider the balance of nationalities within the 

future European people to note the importance of the Italians. 

There is the whole of history to show Italy's cultural impor-

tance. 

I 

If however for these reasons the Com~nity has a real interest 

in Italy remaining a member, at the same time continued Italian 

membership represents a special challenge for the Community. This 

I will only mention briefly here, given that . · this challenge 

consists of the European response to these problems, the Italian 

response to which I have already discussed. 

The Community must take responsability for a policy which goes 

beyond a simple customs union or the limiting of fluctuations in 

exchange rates. It must be provided with a financial capability 

and an organisational structure adequate to enable it to coordi

nate, and promote policies of structural reform within individual 

>. countries , in such a way as to keep these on convergent lines and 
., 

to accentuate the degree of reciprocal integration. ·• • .. 
' Today this is a. general Community need. In particular however 

it is a need for those countries at present suffering from a struc-

tural as well as a cyclical economic crisis, which, without such 

a policy, will not be able to keep up with other Community members. 

This is true not only for Italy but also for Great Britain, 

for Ireland and/ in the futur~ for the new Mediterranean members 

.of the Community. The enlargement of the Community to include the 

Mediterranean countries, and, more generally, the·community 

Mediterranean policy, which correctly aims to make this great 

......... /9 
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development zone into a free trade area, with links to Europe 

regulated by economic cooperation plans, renders a large-scale 

reform of the Common Agricultural Policy a necessity. The aim 

would be the development of a healthy Mediterranean agricultural 

sector side by side with local industry in those areas where the 

agricultural population must necessarily be reduced. This new 

industry would employ the surplus population thus st€0<-nming the 

flow of workers towards the North wnch has hitherto prevailed. 

The way in which the Community deals with this problem in 

Southern Italy will be a test of the way it will be faced in the 

candidate countries and throughou~ the Mediterranean. 

In political terms the Community must be capable of facing 

Italian Communist participation in Community affairs without 

falling into the hysteria which some conservatives would like. 

All must realise that the Communists are seeking to help the 

development of the Community. \ 

Once again this is not merely an ll:l3.lian problem , it is 

simply the Italian side of a more general European problem. It is 

enough to remember that the near-certainty of a government 

coalition in Paris between the Communists and Socialis.ts will 

pose far more difficult problems, which, if they are to be re

solved~will demand a high degree of European political intelli

gence,b6th amongst the French socialists and amongst the Community 

member-state& Asuccessful policy towards the Italian Communists 

will make the problem of the French Communi~Party much easier. 
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APPENDIX 

In order not to complicate the analysis, I have not dealt 

·with the problem of Italian responsabilities towards NATO. We 

should however remind ourselves that : 

1) There is a need, as we say in Italy, to "refound" the Atlantic 

Alliance, an Alliance which is even less adapted to present day 

American, West European, East European and South realities. The 

Alliance must be maintained. At the same time however, the 

Europeans must assume a greater degree of responsability and in

dependence. 

2) This "refoundation" of the Alliance depends on the Europeans 

ability to realise an effective political union. If this ability 

does not improve,the Atlantic Alliance will remain a facade behind 

which is hidden a complex network of bilateral relations of 

dependency between individual European states and America. This 

will simply be in the nature of things. 
/ 

3) Given that the Communist acceptance of the Atlantic Alliance 

and of NATO is too tightly linked to the way in which the PCI con

ceives its role in Italy to be considered a tactical manoevre, 

Communist participation in government should not pose particular 

problems for the Atlantic Alliance, at least from an Italian point 

of view. I 
,_, ____ ,___ , __ Prol51ems and crises could however _arise if Kissinger-styie -- --

attitudes and policies prevail in the USA or in other members of 

the Alliance. Such attitudes might well become self-fulfilling 

propheCies. · 

.. 
. .. -·-
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30 September 1976 

The American Image of Europe ... :·.: ; . 

Assessment of American attitudes toward Western Europe 

must begin with reference to the general mood of the country 

regarding both domestic and international issues. Given the 

uncertainty and ambiguity of public opinion an appreciation of 

these general views may be of even greater value than attempts 

to isolate more specific American attitudes with respect to 

Europe. A further caveat: it would be vainglorious to dare, 

.in these days of confusion and contradiction, to offer confidently 

"The American Image of -Europe," a presumed summary of the vagrant 

moods of 200 million odd--in several senses of the word--citizens. 

Hence, despite use of public opinion polls and studies, discussion 

1;ith foreign and· American experts, this must be one man's 

personal analysis and conclusion. 

I 

In this murky area one thing is clear: there has been a 

sharp decline in American interest in international affairs. The 

most comprehensive study of this subject has been done by Potomac 
1/ 

Associates.- Their current analyses noted that there had been 

"an enormous change in priori ties ... Twelve years ago the top five 

l/ 

. . ,., ,,,,,._, 

'·,,. 

. ···:·. 

. ~1: 

' ~ ·'._,: 

I ,. 

··'" 

- I am indebted to Potomac Associates for the coincidental release 
in September 1976, of three excellent studies, America's Hopes and 
Fears--1976, by William Watts and Lloyd A. Free; The United States , 
in the World: New Directions for the Post-Vietnam Era? by Robert W. · 
Tucker, W.illiam Watts and Lloyd A. Free; The Pursuit of National .. :' 
Security: Defense and the Military Balance, by Walter Slocombe, 
Lloyd Free, Donald Lesh and William Watts. 
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items all related to international and defense matters; now the 

. ten leading items all have to do with domestic;: problems. Only 

: . . ' 

··.·'·' 

. . 

,_ -r. in eleventh place do 'Keeping our militarr and defense forces 

strong' and 'The growing d€jpendence of this country on foreign 

nations for supplies of oil and other natural resources' emerge, 

., 

... 

the latter tied at that ranking with 'The problems of our elderly '" 

senior citizens.' Ranked 22 is 'Maintaining close relations with 

our allies"'; :·communis_t leadersbecoming members of the cabinet -

and sharing executive pmver in such countries as France and 

Italy" ranks 25th. While Potomq,c Associates found a slight 

increase in public interest in foreign issues in 1976 over 197+, 

the long-term 

ingly clear. 

trend of declining attention and priority is depress- .· 

~-r~- ~~,.~M~--. 
The fact of a shift in priorities is evident; why this has 

come about is not. In the post-World War II period America's 

taste for simple, tidy solutions, quickly arrived at, was fed 

by a series of policies designed to cope with world problems as 

perceived in the heady atmosphere of victory. America's taste for 

institutional action and reaction was nourished by the United Nations ,. 

and Bretton Woods sys'tems, and the stillborn ITO; technical ass is

tance was accepted as the magic cure to the needs of the poor 

nations; when Stalin shattered illusions that wartime collaboration· 

ivould continue, NATO and regional security pacts were the response. 

All of these policies were conceived within the atmosphere of 

traditional American opt'imism. 

. -------------------- ··-- ·- . 
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That these institutions and programs did not bring us to · ... 
:-.··., 

the promised land is less important to this analysis than the ·' .. '': 

impact of unsuccess on American attitudes toward international 

relations. Failure and dashed hopes coincided with other 

negative factors. To a degree America's buoyant expectations 

relied·on international cooperation. These hopes faded in the 

face of cold Russian hostility, and bitterness was to be added 

later as de Gaulle both obstructed common programs and attacked 

American motives·. 

As the Cold War intensified, Stalin's unpaid allies in the 

United States--Senator McCarthy and the China Lobby--elaborated 

the theme of a two-dimensional world. They played on Americans' 

unsophistication and persuaded many that an ins~cure world, 

Communist success in Eastern Europe and Mao's conquest of the 

mainland were essentially functions of official American incompe~ 

tence or duplicity--probably both. 

The gross self-mutilation of the McCarthy era subsided--

in such dramatic form that one of its high priests would become 

President and initiate the openings of 1972 to Moscow and China-

but confusion and disenchantment remained. Furthermore, during 

this tumultuous quarter of a century too many domestic economic 

and social issues had been ignored--civil rights, campus unrest, 

damage to the environment, urban decay, law and order. 

- ... 

.-... 
.,·, 
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Then there was that Typhoid Mary, Vietnam, which spread a 

host of evil side effects across the land--youth set against 

established institutions; the national ignominy of failure; a 

sense of American guilt, with an undercurrent of anger at allies 

who denied support but were handy with criticism. A latent 

antipathy to foreign entanglements was encouraged.· Subsequent 

disclosures about the excesses of CIA and Lockheed intensified 

a cynicism which had become a new part of the national ego. 

' ' ' . 

A more subtle point is the degree to which Nixon and Kissinger 

contributed to.this process of American disengagement. For an 

America that had just lost its innocence. Nixon and Kissinger 

offered the escape of foreign theater and allowed the citizenry 

:.·., 

to slide into the role of passive spectators, Aside from Vietnam ~. 

where the problem was how to escape, little was demanded of 

Americans other than to watch diplomatic activity which was pri--marily tactical. This mood of detachment allowed Americans, who 

were pessimistic and less interested in foreign affairs in any 

event, to accept the Nixon-Kissinger obsession with US-USSR 

II 

' .. _,•' 

'' i .;·· 

1 

·

1
;. . \ .. V This 
! . ~~~ is the general background against which more specific 

attitudes must oe seen. If Americans assign a relatively 
. ' 

'" '. 
I,-' 

1i ~· :··· 
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low priority to internatignal matters it is probably that the' 

views they express are somewhat soft, and presumably subject 

to modification. 

In addition to the factors cited above, the media--press and 

television--contribute to or •reflect (probab1y both} the great 

shift in American priori ties; ·The evidence is discouraging: 

newspapers eliminating their staffs of foreign correspondents; 

minimal coverage of international news in other than major metro-

politan papers; television treatment reduced to one and a quarter 

minutes ·on the 22-minute nightly network news shows. 

._, .... 

., 

'.:,· 

The currents of opinion detected by the Potomac Associates 

studies suggest that today the American attitude toward international· 

affairs has these major components: the nation is clearly more 

security conscious, more concerned about the possibility of another .. 

war, determined to maintain strong military forces, increasingly 
. ' ,. 
'•" 

1, "1~ to act unilaterally. Within this pessimistic view of the world • 
1. I ' \ 
U:~ Americans sense a greater need for allies. Furthermore, there has 
' ~ 

been a dramatic surge in the willingness to "come to the defen~e 

of its major European allies with military force if any of them • 

are attacked by the Soviet Union." In 1974 only 48% agreed 
2/ 

this proposition; in 1976 56% agreed.-

Tucker,-Watts, Free, op. cit., p. 29 

====;,=:c. ·. : ' :·· 
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Americans continue to look on Western Europe as vital to 

their security; as a region which shares its ~emocratic values. 

Thus beneath all the changes noted above, continuity with the 

past exists--containment of Soviet ambitions,'. a sense of Europe's 

indispensability to a secure, prospering world. ·But within the 

context of lowered expectations and domestic preoccupations, 

.~ericans are less sanguine about the role Europe will in fact 

play. 

The superficially paradoxical combination of continuity in 

basic perceptions of America's interests abroad and reordered 

priorities suggests the possibility of spasmodic, emotional, 

public reactions to specific European developments. One examp;te 

was the highly adverse repercussion from Ford's rebuff of 

Solzhenitsyn. Americans accepted his bald definition of the 

differences between the communist and democratic systems and 

fell into gloomy agreement with his predictions about the decline 

of the West. Oversold by Nix6n and Kissinger on the virtues and 

advantages of detente, Solzhenitsyn confirmed a growing popular 

suspicion that detente was serving Soviet rather than American 

purposes. He told Americans what they suspected: idealism and 

morality had been leached out of American diplomacy. Adverse 

reactio~s to Helsinki and the attacks on detente are further 

examples of the tendency to leap to quick, simple and traditional 

responses to issues within the framework of familiar patterns. 

.·: ·! 
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c· ,, 

. :... ' 

·. · .lAt .the more: specific level Americans sense 'l:l Europe drift~ 

ing to the left--helped by the evidence of the Labor government 

in Britain,. the LSocial Democratic and Liberal coalition in .i 
1 

.. , Germany., but,: pri111cipally b.y.C. t;he~ su.tce:Ss,c of: .the•, Communist Party . . 
in Italy and, enh-anced prospects for the Mitterand coalition in 

Semantical difficulties .. influence· this perception. For 

, examp_~e, there is no social democratic party in America; hence 

a\ Ameri~~ns ~~ve ~~ rule of thumb in judging the ~~t~re and probable 
~"\'. . .. ··}< ··,·:te 

behavior of these unfamiliar Europea-n political groupings. 
c 

The pr.ospect. of communis.t par,ticipa ti.on .. im one or two major 

Western governments attracts growing American attention. In June 

a Gallup poll asked this question: "Which of these things [res

pondents were shown a card] should the United States do if the 

Communists came to power in Italy and France." The card listed 

the following: 

"A. Use military force. 

B. Apply economic and political pressure. 

C. Get out of NATO. 

D. Cooperate with the Communists." 

The poll indicated that "About half (49%) of all persons 

interviewed think that economic and political pressure should be 

applied if the Communists came to power. About one in every five 

(22%) favors the use of military force with more younger than of 

·· .. ' 

,-.r/: 
~a;. 
'" ~ ., ... · 

. !"J. 

'.,,_-

·/ 
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of the older people favoring this action. Only about one person 

in ten (9%) favors cooperation with the Comnn~nists." If one adds 

to this the 13% who advocate getting out of ~/ATO a total of 84% 

took an exceedingly hard line. However, PotC.mac Associates found 

in their survey that the public put this issue near the bottom 

of the list-of priorities, number 25. The apparent contradiction 

can be resolved. by noting tha·t while the question seems the same, 

two quite different reactionswere sought. Potomac Associates 

wanted to find what priority the public assigned the issues; 

Gallup asked what the· United States should do. The answers cor- · · 

respond to the national mood: slight interest in foreign 

problems; but when, pressed to recommend a course of action, a 

preference for the tough, billigerent response. 

These reactions suggest other currents of American opinion. 

First, Eurocommunism is a new phenomenon, which does not fit-· ·-----

into the familiar patterns of the past. Declining interest in 

foreign affairs and limited information generally can lead to a ·.·· 

volatile, and, at~least initially, aggressive reaction. The instinc-,·; 

tive, gritty response is especially interesting when compared with 

reactions to a question asked in the same Gallup poll as to the 

course to be advocated "if troops of the Soviet Union and its 

allies should occupy West Berlin." Here, where national commitment 

and security interest seem clear, 34% elected to "appeal to the 

Security Council of the United Nations," 3 2%"-.-f.avcired "undertake 
' ~ ,. 

, •. ' 
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diplomatic steps," 15% advocated "do nothiiif' wait and see 

what happens"--all essentially passive moves· as contrasted with.· 

answers to the Italian and French communist question. Only 16% 

were prepared to "strike back militarily" and 4% were prepared 

., ';' 

to •:declare war." This striking discongrui ty might be explained·. 
' 

by the fact that Americans have lived through Berlin crises and 

know that they lead directly,to Soviet-US military confrontation, 

while overt action to deal with the novel and obscure Eurocommunism. 

issue doe~ not necessarily pioduce such a stark denouement. 

The more general image of Western Europe, again within the 

context ·of other American preoccupations, is of an increasingly 

confused and disunited continent, politically unstable, caught in 

serious economic difficulties. This impression is hardly surpris-

ing in view of the general lack of knowledge, interest and inability , 

of the media to analyze intelligently, if at all, extremely complex· 

European political-economic developments. The magnitude of the 

problem can be appreciated by reflecting on how to explain to 

Americans the nature of the German governing coalition--the alliance 

;., 

.. ·\ 
of SPD with the FDP, of CDU support of eo-determination, of opposing 

positions on Eastern policy. 

One of the most striking developments in American attitudes 

has been sharpened concern about; national security. The interlocking · 

factors include apprehension about the decline of American importance: 

and power in the world relative to the USSR and China; the sense 

.c-, 

: 
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of a dangerous world and a ruthless, unpredictable adversary; 

a remarkable degree of "trust·, and confidence ... in the leader

ship of our armed forces"--up to 68%, to be contrasted with a 

sharp drop from 67% in 1974 fo 53% in 1976 of confidence in the 
3/ 

federal government's handling of foreign policy.- Potomac 

Associates concludes, "They w,ant to feel. certain that our military 

strength places the United St~tes clearly and unequivocally beyond 

the danger of challenge by force. We want to be--and be seen by 
4/ 

others to be--number one in the world of total military power."-

This emphasis has severa'l implications for American-European 

relations. The commitment to NATO is implicitly strengthened as 

contention over the troops in Europe issue is dissipated. The 

contentiousness of this latter problem has also been mitigated by 

the collapse of the fixed exchange rate system and thus of American 

fixation with balance of payments statistics. There is a further, 

somewhat. cynical explanation for the national enthusiasm for 

', 
' ' ;~ 

. i' 

·~-~ 
./: 

'!.: 

national security programs. At a time of recession and high unemplqy:

ment labor, business and political interest groups become natural 

allies in comb a tting proposals to reduce defense expenditure~. • '· 

There is no substantial body of opinion arguing, as has been 

the case in the past, that Europe should by now assume responsibility: 

for its own defense, or that America·carries a disproportionate 

share of a common security ta.sk. There is resignation in this 

3 
Slocombe~ Free, Lesh, Watts, op. cit., p. 32 

4/ '), 

- Ibid. p. 42 
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view, however; a sense that no matter what might have been hoped 

in the past Western Europe, for the foreseeable future, will be .. : 

unable to organize its political, general eco~omic and defense 

resources so as to assure its own security. Only a few American 

voices continue to argue from demographic and crude economic data 

(George Kennan for one) that there is no objective reason why 

300 million Western Europeans. canno.t mount their own defense--

other than a lack of will. 

The nuclear issue--power plants, reprocessing facilities, 

waste Jisposal, weapon proliferation and seizure by terrorists-

has caught public attention and concern and will certainly grow. 

Americans are·puzzled by the apparent inability of Europeans to 

appreciate the dimensions of the problem, are frustrated over the 

sale of plants and technology to such nations as Brazil, South 

Korea and Pakistan. This is perceived as blind European govern

mental support of crass business interests. Senatorial proposals 

for harsh retaliatory action against nations that pursue such 

policies are harbingers of the future. 

American business and.economic opinion is bearish about 

Europe. With the exception of Germany it sees countries unable 

to reconcile public demands for governmental services with national 

product. These observers would agree with Carli that in substantial 

part this is less an economic than a political problem. They fear 

a growing pattern of political, and in some cases, doctrinaire, 

. f""'',.,.-·..,·--...-~-----.--. ··-:-·:::·-.--.. .. -. ·-. -.. -.----'7"':'"--·:-· ·-----------·;:-:~------ ·---c;c--·--.,,~,--.. -.--·-.--·---.. ---.----~ 
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interference with the market :economy--for example, TUC and 

militant Labor's proposals to nationalize the banks; shoring-up 

inefficient and marginal enterprises. Governmental regulations 

which preclude reduction of labor forces introduce a rigidity, 

as many .Americans see it, which has caused _American_ compani_es_ 

to reduce European investment and operations to a minimum and 

to look to their domestic fadlities to meet future growth of 

demand. This .American retreat has been encouraged by Europe's 

persistent high inflation, high unit costs; unimpre,ssive 

productivity and low profits. The spread of eo-determination 

or worker participation in Europe, somewhat surprisingly, has 

·. ,'' .,_ ·. ,. 
'.· ,, 

not frightened .American management. 

~~ \. 1'\J Th< approhono ion> of Amorican farm in toro m • dO> pi to thoi r 

/ \\'V~normous European sales, have not been assuaged by the continued 

lJ!, ~ ~ growth of this market. 

~r~ seem made up of: '.'No matter how good it is it might get worse; 

The attitudes of the agricultural bloc 

{~ .. ~ =d " could ha bot ta r•• ' •nd, "w WO don' r cOmp 1 a in who kn ow• what

A:~.·-.· .. ~::;V. new restrictions those Europeans will think up." The farmers' • 

J~ ~- attitude is highly egocentric--they are preoccupied with problems 
vi~>- of survival, of escalating cost?, and have. little interest in or 

curiosity about the similar but greater difficulties of fellow 

farmers in Europe. They see no inconsistency with .American quotas 

on European cheeses and American outrage that there should be 

European proposals for taxes on margarine. 

-·:-;~~:·----.--. -·-------··---~., ---
, ..... ,'' 
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One of the persistent beliefs is that Europe is the artful 

protectionist, declaring its liberality, denouncing American 

.·. 
'• 

,. 

'L 

behavior, but cleverly manipulating imports through government 

regulation and under-the-table restrictions. The myriad devices 

whereby European governments insure that national procurement 

remains the province of local concerns is cited as a notorious 

example. A primordial American conviction is most clearly evident 

in this a;rea, the notion that American negotiators always come 

,, .•· 

in second, that the simple, good-hearted American will inevitably 

be done in by the. cleverer, more determined European. It is an 

article of faith that the United States was the big loser to the 

Europeans in the Kennedy Round negotiations. The notion of 

incompetent American innocents abroad was furthered by the Soviet 

wheat deal. 

The attitude of organized labor is a special and discouraging 

case. Nationalism and protectionism have replaced labor's 

impressive post-war record of constructive involvement in inter-

national affairs. Its current approach mirrors with only slight 

distortion one side of the national mood: protectionism; general 

suspicions of multinational c~mpanies and the conviction that corpo~ 

rate. investment-fn Europe meai]_ the loss. of American jobs:-- The-labor 

movement is also an example of the manner in which a minority in 

the United States establishes a policy. A handful of AFL/CIO 

executives lay down "labor's views" with little interest and no 

· ... ,. 



dissent from locals around the country. For George Meany and 

his associates the dangers,of,this world have,not changed, only 

·-·· 

our insight is less acute. The seminal evil is communism. Anger .•... · 

is mixed with contempt over the failure of European unions to 

recognize the charade of Soviet and Eastern European government

sponsored "unions."· Meany expresses contempt for those European 

unions that largely ignore what he sees as the primary responsi-' 

bility of a labor union--wages and conditions of work--and 

. '• 

concentrate on ideological and political issues. Potomac Associates 

studies indicate that American labor is more anti-internationalist 

today than the general public: 

White Non-labor 
National Professional Collar Manual (retired) 

Internationalist 44 49 48 36 48 

Mixed 33 38 28 31 31 

Isolationist 23 13 24 31 20 

IV 

The utter complexity of contemporary attitudes toward Europe 

can be brought into focus by examining the evolution of American 

views of the European Community: from post-war optimism, belief in 

quick solutions, active involvement, to a substantial loss of 

.interest, skepticism and uneasy apprehension. Curiously, Americans 

'·,. 

t 'o· 

~ believe that European unity has progressed f~rther than is in fact 

the case. When the hard, discouraging facts emerge, the reaction 

''. 
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is disillusion. The excitement a 

bold and exciting adventure has been lost as the Community 

flounders in bewildering detail, endless national wrangling 

and shows little·evidence of becoming an authentic political 

·:, 

', ... "•i': .• 

unit. 

Yet this negative attitude reflects more drift of attention 

than basic change of attitude:, or new hostility. American 

interest is latent and could be aroused. That small, reasonably 

'· . !• •.. 

.·-- ··' 

informed and interested band of supporters is discouraged over · ···· ·"· 

the failure of Europe to organize itself so that it can speak 

with one voice, to rally its great human and material resources 

so that Europe can play a world role commensurate with its basic 

interests .. This judgment especially applies to the crises in the 

Middle East and southern Africa. They are discouraged also by the 

failure of Europe collectively to cope with critical situations 

even closer to home--Italy, Gre~ce, Turkey and Cyprus. Stagnation 

in the Community brings sour satisfaction to a tiny group of skeptics 

who never believed the effort wquld succeed. They now relish their 

authority as vindicated prophet~. 

American diplomacy both matches and shapes the national mood: 

nationalism; preference for rel~tions with several of the principal 

European governments and leaders rather than the difficult labor 

of working through Brussels or attempting to encourage collective 

European ftCtion .. An inward-looking America has neither the 

-·----~-------------;.----- -------------~---·- ----------------. -·-----------.--,.----
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inclination nor the generosity of spirit to appr~ciate the 

difficulties, to applaud the ?ubstantial success of the European 

movement and to understand the magnitude of the enterprise. 

··"· ,, 
V 

This review suggests a maze of paths and byways which lead 

in every direction. This may be its value, if the impression 

left is confusion, ambiguity and paradox. The shock of the oil 

embargo, the unprecedented dependence on others for essential 

raw materials have forced Americans to face the uncomfortable 

reality of a much more complex world. Moreover, those respon-

sible for the conduct of Atlantic relations and those interested 

in this aspect of international affairs must accept the premise 

of American preoccupation with domestic economic and social 

problems. This ordering of priorities is fixed for the discernible 

future .. This is not a peculiarly American phenomenon. A glance 

at the leaders of opposition parties demonstrates that they sense 

that the road to political power lies through attention to public 

discontent with domestic ills. Kohl, Thatcher and Mitterand are 

hardly notable as thinkers or innovators in the field of foreign 

affairs--any more than Carter. 

A probe of the apparent contradiction whereby heads of 

government devote so much time to a subject of manifest popular 

unconcern has some relevance to this analysis. Incessant bilateral 

~'-' 

. ;· ..... 
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meetings, protestations of competence in foreign affairs, devotion 

to the cause of world peace all seem less a ~atter of conviction 

that the politicians see their activities as'crucial to the wellc 

being of their subjects, or a response to insistent popular demand, 

than as an escape from almost insoluble domestic problems. 

Diplomacy as a game is therapy, especially among Americans and 

Europeans, for the harried politician. The Puerto Rico meeting 

was a depressing example of a: conference designed to distract :if 

not beguile the public, to manufacture an aura of serious inter-

national discourse, and thus to escape for a moment intractable 

domestic problems. This diversionary tactic neither deals with 

the heart of American-European relations nor the pressing economic 

.. 
. : ~ 

problems of the world. The public was not amused or bemused. If 

this seductive device becomes endemic it will only strengthen publi~. 

cynicism. 

Nixon-Kissinger-Ford diplomacy has aggravated the general 

mood described above. By ignoring or underestimating the importanc~. ·· 

of economic and social factors there has been no serious American 

leadership in this area. Sensitivity to the. fundamental signifi-

cance.of economic phenomena to an ordered world would have led 

to an understanding that these problems can only be dealt with 

through American-Western European collaboration. Rather than a 

strategy, random suggestions and ideas have been thrown out as 

conjurer's tricks, programs launched but then allowed to drift as 

Washington's attention wandered. 

. .·~--. 
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Because of Kissinger' s "grarid strategy,"' with_Soviet-American 

relations dominant, the Ameri.can public's suqliminal perception 

•· '' 

is of a less important Europe·. Thus American interest stirs ": 
. . 

only over such issues as Euro·communism or daniage presumed to 

have resulted from detente. Intuitively many Americans have 
: ,, : 

~ 

absorbed Kissinger's cynical judgment that Europeans are pawns 

in the great game among the superpowers. The American predilection. 

for intimate, self-serving re1ations with a few major European 

political figures has not left the impression·of serious and con-

structive Atlantic relations. Those Americans paying attention 

sense that Schmidt is cultiva:ted because of German economic power; 

Giscard due to the hard-learned lesson of French capacity to 

obstruct; Callaghan for reasons of nostalgia and British readiness 
I I I, 

to carry the American bucket.· 

1\~ ') It should not be overlooke<;l that the Europeans are more than 

\\l .. ~~ • willing partners in this game. ;j!VF They have eagerly developed and 

maintained these personal, bilateral relationships. When charged 

with a lack of attention to the Community or collective European 

action, Washington's defense is to point out the evident lack pf 

European interest. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that if 

Europeans are tontent with this peculiar relationship of relatively 

small European nation states willingly providing their proxies, 

then why should the American public have a larger view of Europe 

and its role? 

'" ,. 
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VI 

An unpleasant brew is simmering: An\ericans as uninterested 

spectators; bilateralism routinized; nationalistic, unilateralist , 

behavior prevalent; plus a manifest uninterest in institutions--

the latter point made more difficult by America's total disenchant-

ment with the United Nations.' As a result, American opinion has 

retrogressed from its immediate post-war interest in developing 

an international regime <!f enforceable rules and effective 

organizations. Jean Monnet, in his recent memoire, indirectly 

spoke to this point when addressing the dangers inherent in 

nationalism: "It is not a question of political problems which, 

as in the past, oppose forces which are seeking domination or 

superiority. It is a question of causing civilizition to make 

new progress, by beginning to change the forms of relations between 

countries and by applying the principle of equality amongst 

peoples and of relations between countries. The people no longer 

'•. 

wish to have their future· linked to the skills and ambitions of 
---·.,--·---

their governments. They do not want any temporary settlements, 

and therefore they want an organization, a procedure for discussion 

and joint decisions to be set up in our countries." American 

indifference to the European Community is thus partly due to 

Washington's mere pro forma acknowledgement of its existence. 

Similarly neglect of the OECD.has stultified this potentially useful 

organization. Indeed, the habitual use of ad hoc arrangements fll.es . 
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in the face of the principles Monnet describe~. Inevitably .. . ·=: 
;: _;, _,,. 

America's disposition toward nationalistic, u(nila teral behavior · . ·' 

is encouraged. :\- t : 
-;·;-;·.·,. 

The ambivalence of the United States regarding world affairs 

is clear, as is its ambivalence about Europe. The litany is 

hackneyed: "We want a strong, united Europe prepared to assume its 

proper place in international affairs." The question is how much 

this is old rhetoric and to what degree ~hese words reflect 

firmly held American views. The emphasis on superpower politics 

and maneuver, the revived consciousness of a Soviet menace, the 

immediate political boiler-plate that "we will be satisfied with 

no status other than military superiority" transfer to Americans 

generally the notion of the lonely, self-reliant and tough cowboy. 

The Mayaguez episode was a deplorable and.frightening example of 

how this attitude can be translated into action and be rewarded 

by popular ·acclaim. 

It would be prudent for Eu.rope to regard the United States 

as a difficult partner. The ~xtensive Potomac Associates polls 

and analyses support this conclusion. Aside from the relative 

importance the public attaches to national defense, an objective 

which is in fact a nationalistic priority, relations with Western 

Europe are not reached, even implicitly, until priority number 16: 

"Maintaining respect for the u·.s. in other countries." One can 

only speculate why this is a matter of such importance to the 

.... _ --: ··~T:·-----·--;-·_· .. '·· --.-~·~---7-' :;:~::--•, 
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public:. Wounded ego? Apprehension and embarrassment about the , 

loss of status due to Vietnal!l? Watergate an1t Angola? But ' ·. -: . 

only at priority 2 2, "Maintaining close rela ;;ions with allies" 
. :,,.: .· ·. 

.. ~ . 
'·' 

is there a direct link identified between the United States 

and Europe. It might be pointed out that number 19, several 

points higher in the American consciousness; is:_ · "Collecting 

and disposing of garbage, trash and other solid wastes." 

.:·.,·, . . 1·-· 

.. : . 

.· .·;-: 

Fortunately the picture is not exclusively negative. As 

the Potomac Associates point out: "The essential stability 

since 1974 of the relative internationalist-isolationist balance, 

after several years of steady decline in the former and growth 

in the latter, should be viewed in the context of a revitalized 

concern for some of our principal allies. And the sober realism 

of the public assessment of current and future relations with 

major adversaries is noteworthy; at the least, there are no 

umvarranted expectations to be easily violated, and so to bring 

disillusionment and cynicism. Future negotiations can be con-

ducted with the domestic support of a people tired of being 

fooled, whether by their own government or by their enemies, 

and prepared to have their leaders bargain. hard from a position 
5/ 

of strength."-

5/ 
-Tucker,-watts, Free, op. ci't:., p. 40 
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VII 

Nonetheless there is a disturbing bias built into American 

attitudes which, although not aimed at Europe, has profound 

implications for Atlantic relations. Where economic inter

dependence is for the expert the central fact, for the public 

the preference is for unilateralism and for the aggressive pur

suit of national interests. The country is largely insensitive 

to the p
1
light of. the poor countries; more precisely, sympathy 

is expressed along with reluctance to support rhetorical com

passion with real resources. Certainly an inner-oriented 

society is less prepared and willing to recognize the political, 

economic and psychological problems of its European allies. 

Finally, the aura of self-reliance contains the potential for 

a dramatic.change in attitude toward the Atlantic Alliance. 

Should NATO show signs of serious weakness, then a Fortress 

America sentiment could take command. 

As has been seen, with respect to security matters enhanced 

popular support is remarkable. But here, too, there are dis

concerting implications. Interest in allied relations does not 

necessarily mean support for sophisticate~ collective security. 

There is little enthusiasm, for instance, for equitable sharing 

of military research and development, procurement and production. 

The whole thrust of pro-defense, anti-detente and anti-USSR 

sentiment is ominous for the future of arms fl.mitation 

negotiations. 
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An extraordinary challen:ge is posed American leadership. 

Opinion is not set· in concrete. Ambivalence and preoccupation_ 

are hardly the most desirable· public attitudes, but they are 
.,. : 

better than strongly held wrong views. If Anierican leadership ·;'_'' 

is to move the country along positive lines much depends on 

Western Europe itself. If European governments have become ., ... ' ':i 

addicted to the glamor and self-service of German, French or 

British-American relations and fail to make progress in collective 

European enterprises then Americans will intuitively sense that 

their allies across the Atlantic are no.t serious. Europe has shown 

imaginative initiatives and the capacity for effective collective 

action in its relaiions with the developing countries, notably 

with the Lorn'e convention (one can only deplore the failure of 

Americans to recognize this achievement), as it has shown reluc

tance to face the issue-and to develop a common approach to the 

danger of the· proliferation of nuclear materials and technology. 

It is hard to predict the direction the United States will 

take in 1977. A pessimist can find much support for his gloom•in 

the evidence of an inward-looking America, its nationalistic 

spirit and preference for unilateral action, its heavy emphasis 

on defense and military hardware. The optimist has a harder but 

not impossible· task. Despite .disillusionment and disasters, at 

home and abroad, there are st~ong currents of continuity with the 

past, including the commitment to allies . 

.· .. ' : _,. 
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It will be essentiai- that the U!l:Cted States resist the 

temptation to see international problems in simplistic, narrow 

and moralistic terms. Whi!le the best elements of post-war 

policies--building of economic strength, institutions and rules; .. 

..-; 

.. 
sharing of responsibility; acceptance of diversity--are preserved;-

---· -- ··-·--·-·-------~ 

the objective international problems are more difficult and ' 

complex, as is the national mood. The road America takes will 

be uniquely dependent on the leadership it gets: 

* * * 
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THE ITALIAN CASE 
. .· . ' - . . . 

This note is drawh from the proceedings of an Italo-American 

conference, organized in mid-November 1976 in Bologna, by the 
. 

Council on Foreign Relations (N. Y.) the Johns Hopkins Bologna 

Center and the Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI, Rome). It 

does not pretend to give a complete account of the discussion. 

Instead the rapporteur has concentrated on "the Italian case", 

picking out the most relevant items di·scussed there, on this 

issue. Particular attention was given during the discuss.ion 

to the PCI role and policy : the present summary reflects that. 

Although none of the opinions. expressed are attributed, it is 

worth recalling that, from the Italian side, the various 

political parties were represented by authoritative speakers. 

1. The economic situation 

Italy is living through a period of grave ec.ctiomk crisis. 

A pa:t,ticipant pointed out that taking 1970 as equal to one 

hundred, industrial production in 1974 increased to 119; and 

wages (in constant percentage) to 144.6. These trends sharply 

widened with simultaneously declining production and rising 

wages in 1975, and despite growth in production in 1976, the 

negative trend will continue to develop. Using again 1970 as 

100, consumer prices between 1971 and 1974 rose by 41, mir;r;oring 

the aforementioned wage increases in overall inflation. 

Nevertheless, according to others, positive elements in the 

situation are to be found. To begin with there has be.en a 

notable redistribution of income through the social security 

system and a general rise in living standards. An economist 

pointed out that the Italian economy may not be as sick as it 

appears. A look at industrial production figures will reveal 

that Italian industry has abundantly come out of the doldrums<:' 

•• ~ ..... /2 
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of the slump that the international economy suffered in 1974 

and 1975. The peak levels of 1974were regained in the first 

half of 1976 and the general industrial production index. is 

now (November 1 76) quite a bit higher than that. The same 

applies to unemployment. The OECD current figure of 3.5% of 

total labour, force out of work in Italy compares very favourably 

with other European countries (particularly those countries 

that are members of the 'snake', Belgium and the Netherlands 

being the greatest sufferers). Italian exports are expanding 

at the same rate as world trade. The black side of the eco

nomic situation is seen in other figures : the growth rate of 

retail prices, the fall in the international value of the lira, 

the current account payments' deficit. AccordiJ1g to this 

analysis, the basic problem is the weakness of money control 

mechanisms at the disposition of the Italian government, which 

results from the scarcity of reserves •. 

2. Reasons for the economic crisis.; 

Varying interpretations of the causes of the crisis were put 

forward. However, all were agreed· upon the disastrous effect 

of the increase in energy prices that had both accelerated 

domestic inflation and brought about a dramabic worsening in the 

balance of payments, making it impossible for the Bank of Italy 

to deal effectively with the crisis. To this, it was wid~ly 

agreed, must b.e added the enormous structural public· spf!nding 

deficit and the automatic salary indexation mechanism which 

every threec,months brings salaries into line with the cost of 

living, thus provoking yet more ferocious inflation. According 

to one participant, the labour movement has won a position of 

••••••• ~ /3 
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power that has led to a redistribution of income. Due to the 

indexing of wages and the impossibility of making people redun.

dant, the employers have been deprived of the traditional means 

of economic management. The economic system is not capable of 

adjusting to these changes • 
• 

A Communist participant pointed out that until 1968/69 wage 

increases were strongly restrained. Subsequently wages have 

increased, catching up inevitably with those in the rest of 

Europe. The problem, in his view, was that the government had 

not developed an adequate economic policy to keep pace with this 

increase in the rate of salary growth. Another participant 

added to this that the Christian Democrats, faced by labour's 

increased share of total income, wanted to distribute its benefits 

to those groups that were its strongest supporters (state bureau

crats, white collars, etc). This added a supplementary drain on 

the limited resources of the system. Nevertheless, it was 

generally recognised by all sections of the political spectrum, 

the / problems of the reaccumulation of capital had been over

looked for far too long. Both Communist and Socialist partici

pants argued that the time had now come when the labour move

ment must assume its responsibilities and contribute to higher 

productivity, forgetting for the moment its main rallying cry 

for the redistribution of income. 

3. Proposed remedies. 

Everybody referred to the international scene, underlining 

the importance of the maintenance of a strong frame of inter

national solidarity. In particular, protectionist measures, 

either declared and explicit or conce.aled behind a series of 

seemingly innocuous and sectorial decisions, must be.avoided. 

A Communist participant pointed out that 1IDtil now the PCi!i': had 

•••••• /4 
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been the only party to suggest to the government that it should 

inform the European Commission in advance of the measures that 

it thought might be necessary to put the Italian economy back 

on its feet, thus avoiding counter measures and preventing a 

breakdown of confidence amongst the allies. 

Several participants emphasised the need to develop a 

thorough-going incomes policy in order to limit decisively the 

inflationary spiral. To aq:omplish this a mere tightening of 

fiscal policy would not be sufficient ; a more general political 

agreement is vital. On the whole, all participants were agreed 

on the need to limit the incidence of the wage index·ation and 

of the huge burden of 'SOcial service costs. 

One speaker from the:l'Christian Democrat Party talked of 

the possible closure of the 'lame ducks' in the industrial 

sector. He argued that the EEC must elaborate an industrial 

policy within which the Italian industry could restr].lc:ture 

production costs. This would be possible if the EEC established 

an effective energy policy and if her economic policies were 

brought more into line with the needs expressed by member states. 

Yet others pointed out .the important role that could be played 

by international organisations (the IMF for example) and inter

national loans, in condition~ng the policies of the Italian 

government. 

At the same time it was stressed by an American participant 

that the conditions that the IMF or the EEC impose upon Italy 

as the quid pro quo for assistance cannot exceed those that the 

Italians themselves feel are feasible, without damaging 

seriously the political autonomy of the country or ·-:, desta

bilising the government in office. Various· speakers observed 

....... /5 
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that(a) it is neither dignified nor economically healthy to 

expect the solution of the Italian problems through foreign 

assistance ; . (b) assistance is in reality useless unless it 

forms part of a rational economic programme. So, for the ma

jority of speakers the problem was essentially domestic, to be 

solved principally by the Italian government. 

All underlined the qualitative difference.between.the 

economic interventions of the EEC (an int;egrated supranational 

·organisation) and those ·of the IMF or iqdividual states. There 

was unanimous agreement that politically the EEC was more 

. accept'able. 

4. The internal political scene 

On the purely political side there was general agreement that 

the 'centre-left' formula (DC +PSI +minor lay parties) is dead. 

In addition, it was felt to be highly unlikely .that the DC could 

form an alliance with the PSI without external support. At. the 

same time, both Communists and Christian Democrats confirmed 

that the concept' of the 'historic compromise', (i.e. direct 

agreement between the DC and the PC! alon~), had been abandoned. 

Thisi~,has been substituted by a new Communist proposal for. a 

"'national coalition" government ( a proposal to which neither 

Republican~ nor Socialists seem to be hostile), comprising the 

old centre-left+ the~PGI +the possible participation of the 

Conservative PLL 

Many Italian and foreign observers emphasised the growing 

pressures within Italian political parties resulting from 

dissatisfaction of members and moves within the electorate. 

This is particularly true of the PCL . Speakers drew attention 

on one side to its' enduring 'centralism' (of Leninist origin) 

~ 
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and on the other to the increasingly,(_. public debate amongst im

portant factions·within the Party. 

Equally; the different relations that exist within·the 

Christian· Democrat Party were noted ; for example, those between 

the current head of government, Andreotti, and other sections 

of the Par.ty (for example DC senators have publicly opposed the 

government 1 s plans for a wage freeze). In addition, there is 

the development of new groupings,within the right wing of the 

DC, which· are opposed to the present government.' s reliance upon' 

the abstention of the PCI and want new early elections. 

Several participants emphasised the important political role 

that was being played during the present serious crisis by the 

Trade Unions .and the .employers·' association, Confindustria. The 

stances they assume have direct consequences which can force the 

government to appeal directly to the Parliament, and thus to its. 

majority which depends on the PCI. 

5. Different government coalitions. 

The government coalitions that were proposed can be summarized 

as fotlows : 

a) Maintenance of the. present formula . one party government 

by the DC, based on the continued abstentions of the Commu

nists and of the left and lay parties. A.majority of the 

DC seems to be broadly in favour of this. situation, as do 

the Communists for the moment, though they are asking for a 

greater say in. government policy. 

b) National coalition government (all parties, excluding the 

nee-fascists) ; this proposal has been put forward by the 

PCI •. It is supported by the PSI as a transitional measure, 

....••. ~. /7 
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leading. subsequently to an an:ernating government between 

.w!i©®a conservative and a left coalition. The Republicans (PRI) 

argue that it could be a necessity in order to control the 

economy, but point to some inherent political. risks : they 

feel that these can be overcome if both the Americans and 

the Europeanswill provide the necessary political frame-. 
work • 

. c) Various possible -coali'tions (a government of "experts"; of 

leading economists, etc.; a· new.· minority government, headed 

by a leftist Christian Democrat, or other numerous possibi

lities), all characterised by a more explicit and greater 

role of the PSI and PCI together in the parliamentary ma

jority. These. proposals are put forward as an alternative 

to the falling down of the present Andreotti government, 

and in order to offer a parliamentary solution that would · 

maintain the _present coalition of forces, possibly enhancing 

it with a more coherent economic programme. 

d) Open confrontation between DC and PCI, and early general 

elections : this would probably lead to an electoral defeat 

of vari·ous· small and· medium sized parties, making it thus 

impossible to form a majority government of either the left 

or the right. Given this situation, there would be two 

alternatives: 

i. a reconsideration of the idea of the "historic compromise"; 

ii. a crisis of the democratic system, resolved by violence, 

with the establishment of a totalitarian regime of either 

the left or the right, depending upon the prevailing 

domestic and internationaL situation. 

• •,•-e:.~ .•.• /8 
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6. The proposed economic. policies •. 

The relationship between possible government coalitions and 

economic policies can be summarised as follows: 

a) Inclina,tions towards an 'incomes policy' are already noticeable 

in the present government (although its political ability to 

impose such a policy is. doubtful). 

b) The idea of a grand coalition (and of the various coalitions 

sub f,5c) is strictly linked to an incomes policy ,(according 

to the PRI it is its condition). Such a government could 

have the backing to push such a policy through. 

c) General elections and the alternative between a left or 

conservative coalition would mean an increase in public ex

penditure.· Based upon an extremely marginal consensus· (to 

win 51% of the votes), no one would risk putting forward un

popular measures. 

d) Those supporting the confirmation of the present government 

and even more those pressing early elections, place enor

mous emphasis upon external aid and international support 

(this is true of the left as well as the right). Those in 

favour of an incomes policy, .are less keen on calling for 

unconditioned external help, and would prefer to work out 

together a tigl1Er national economic poLicy and the necessary 

foreign loans .• 

7. The credibility of Italian parties. 

Doubt was cast on the democratic credibility qf the PCI and 

on the political credibility of the DC. On the whole, .American 

participants sensed the new political climate that exists in 

........ /9 
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Italy whereby no one doubts the democratic evolution of the.PCI 

or would refuse to discuss with it. The PCI is already esta

blished as part of the political scene in Italy. Doubts continue 

to be raised as to the position of the PCI in international poli

tics and its links with the USSR. As to the DC, it was under

lined that one must dis.tinguish between the Party and the govern-

ment ; ·they may sometimes be in disagreement. Agreat deal of 

the Italian governmental crises was due to the internal DC disa

greements. 

Answering a number of direct questions, the Communist par

ticipants gave the following clarifications: 

a) The PCI's interest in a grand coalition is increasing as ~ 
.. } 

feels that only in this way can bhe crisis of the country, 

being split into two .(the 'Chilean' hypothesis). be avoided. 

b) The whole Party is agreed on this strategy. Although there 

are wide differences as to timing and methods, these neither 

modify nor menace the line of the secretariat or the Central 

Committee. 

c) The philosophy of the PCI is autonomous of Moscow. The. 

Italian road to_ Socialism is based on a critique of the 

form of Socialism that exists in the Eastern bloc. Italian 

Communism is based on q) pluralism, b) the confirmation of 

all those liberties· achieved up until now, c)the freedom 

of speech and of the press, and d) the alternation of parties 

in government. Differences also exist within West European 
J • 

Communist Parties, although;·:.they are all agreed that so-called 

Eurocornrriunism cannot be of the same hue as that of the 

Communism practised in Eastern Europe. 

. ••••• /10 
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d) The PC! has changed its conception of foreign policy along 

with the other parties : its aim is that Italy should be a 

factor of stability both within the Atlantic Alliance and within 

the EEC, contributing to the resolution of economic and political 

crises and combatting the symptoms of protectionist policies. 

e) . The PC! recognises the need to evolve new forms of internal 

organisation in order to deepen the debate within the Party. 

"Democratic centralism" is a concept that is already evolving 

f:!·owever,. as yet the Party has not come up with a new formula 

that combines the same efficiency with greater internal free

dom. 

8. Italy in international politics. 

Primary importance was attributed by all participants to the 

prospect of European integration. An introductory paper pointed 

out that consensus about the European Community is more spontaneous 

and wide-spread in Italy than m any other European country. Today 

this consensus includes the PCI. ·In line with the specific problems 

that Italy faces, domestic debate concentrates on development 

policies and instruments designed to increase the EEC solidarity 

the regional, social and industrial_ policies, etc. Thus, there is 

little sympathy for purely economic integration (a European free 

. market). 

Various participants argued that the entry of the PC! into 

the government would make the process of political integration 

easier. The reasoning was as follows : entry of the PC! into 

government is necessary both for society and the government :H 

one wishes for economic recovery within a democratic framework. 

Indeed it is also of some relevance to Europe : democratic Europe 

.......... I 11 
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is based on the prevalence of social democracy, of christian 

democracy and various liberal. currents ; while in the North of 

Europe these parties control practically the whole political 

spectrum, in the South of Europe (in France, Italy and the 

Iberian peninsula) they are far less predominent, This distor

tion could be eliminated through cooperation with the Italian 

Communists; The French Communist Party, might be then won over 

in support of European integration. 

Other participants argued that European hopes were conducive 

to stability in that they permit the progressive integration of 

' 

new political forces into Italian political society. Neverthe

less, if the idea of 'Europe' is to continue to play this positive · 

role there must be progress both on the political (direct eTections 

to the European Parliament) and the economic side (more effective 

structural policies). 

Particular attention was paid to the whole of Southern 

Europe. Even if its political and economic problems and preoccu~ 
.'r 

pations are not uniform, there are nevertheless common factors·: 

a) Important ·economic links with the EEC. 

b) Internal political developments which point to the necessity 

fot_ a, fairly uniform approach; · A. crisis in one area could 

well exercise a snow-ball effect. Given this context, Euro~ 

pean policy, based as it is upon the idea of political and 

economic integration, has been far more successful than 

American policy which lacks these characteristics. 

During the discussion, notable emphasis was placed upon the 

military and strategic aspects of European prol?pects. This has 

been made necessary by::••the present weakness and the political 

. ·' '' 

uncertainties that surround NATO and seem to correspond to the 

manifold needs for reorganisation. 

" - l 
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9. The PCI's international and security choices. 

One participant felt that the importance of the Soviet )~ 
connection might well be underestimated by the PCI. A key, and 

notably delicate point, would seem to be Yugoslavia. The PCI 

has often demonstrated: 

a) Its interest in the maintenance of the present equilibrium. 

b) Its willingness to contribute to Yugoslav independence. 

·- ··-

-- ~ ; ~ 

c) The logic of the link between Italy's membership of the :.::~'::':. 

Atlantic Alliance and the maintenance of the ~quilibriurn. 

Asked about bases and Italo-American security relations, a ---.... 
Communist participant replied that the PCI both recognises and ~l)-

accepts the Atlantic Alliance (given the present strategic and 

military status quo) with all the consequences that this entails 

for Italy : the maintenance of bases, military agreements, etc.~:{~ 
The PCI is : (a) in favour of the maintenance of the present 

balance of forces in Europe ; (b) concerned that military ques

tions should hot be divorced from those of economic and social 

stability. 

An expert on Communist problems felt that the brief comments 

made by the Communists during the debate did not reflect entirely ___ 
1 ~_),.._ 

the kind of ·discussions that were· going on wil:hin ·the party. The·· ·,!, 

PCI's military policy which does not seemingly call into question 

Italy's NATO role, vaguely appears to be open also to European ,-:.:::: 

cooperation over arms procurement and defence. Stil1
1 

elements ,-;_c:_-, 

of doubt remain on both the economic level (the financing of 

military expenditure ; here aid could be called for from I.j;aly' s, 
'· \ 

allies, linked .to a plan for the modernisation of Italian forces)-" 

and fd1::· emergency regulations under which NATO might take control 

I '-' -:? . . . . . . . +53~ 
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of Italian ~roops.and bases. Other non-Communist participants 

raised doubts about the basing of nuclear weapons in Italy should· 

the Communists come into government. Could such weapons continue 

to be based in Italy if the PCI's membership of the government 

excluded the Italians from the Nuclear Planning Group? 

Some observers felt unhappy about the PCI's linking of its 

current position to the "maintenance of the military and strategic 

equilibrium'" : it was not clear whether the PCI intends by this, _ 

that it wishes to contribute. to the maintenance of this equilibrillm 

or whether it is making such an equilibrium the 'precondition' of 

its policy. In the latter case would changes in the equilibrium,> 

for example in Yugoslavia, lead the :ECI to reconsider its present

line? In reply to these doubts, the Communists underlined ~he 

clear urgency and necessity of opening up a far wider political~~~ 
dialogue both within the West, and between Communists and Americans. 

-; :I " · .. u 

10. The internal reasons for some international policies. ":"-....... ? 
'.'.< 

betwe~n O· Many speakersc.~ underlined the strong links that exist 

the international and domestic scene. Indeed both Christian . ,,-:c, 
./v' 

Democrats and Communists emphasised the ~,necessity to push aheij:d'-

with detente and the importance that such developments have had 

and will continue to have on the Italian scene, permitting inno

vation and experiment in domestic politics. 

In more general terms participants stressed that the effects 

of detente will not be limited to interbloc relations, but will 

influence developments within the blocs. Othersspoke of the need 

for greater credibility and stability in Italy if the process of 

European integration is to move forward. 

between these objectives were emphasised. 

Indeed the strict links 

The direct election· Li 
~.....,-.(" _-.... 
; ·..._ 
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of the European Parliament was seen as a useful tool fur inte-

grating Italian and European political forces. In this way one 

might be able to reduce the significance of Italian 'peculiari

ties' on the European scene. 

What is expected of the United States? 

·-. -·I 

-- _.n .. __ --,1 

In the first place,_ a greater and more coherent approach· to · · 

European problems. In the second place, a more open attitude 

towards European integration. In particular, various participan~ts".: 

suggested that the United States would be well advised to let the 

Europeans work out thei~· own economic recovery programme, which 

the Americans would then undertake to support financially 

through USA-EEC multilateral negotiations. 

Broadly the USA should : 

.•.. 

a) have greater confidence in, and give greater independence to ___ :,. 

the Europeans in the area in which they have greatest influe'fi.c~ 

(the Mediterranean and perhaps Africa South of the Sahara); , 

b) 
\ "- /-

give more weight to multilateral negotiations in the resolution 

of economic problems (energy for examp-le); 

c) pay greater attention to the EEC and support its initiatives. 

Such a thesis, as was noted by many participants, was sub

stantially different from George Ball's apparently 'European' line.::D 

put forward· in an article last summer. Ball had inferred that the· 

EEC_:,;ought to act on behalf of US interests and according to 

American evaluations of the situation to limit Italian autonomy,:·:. 
i; • i' '.'. 

' ' ' ' 
using instruments that the US would not have been able, decently · ·.· 

to use. 

In the thes:i!s outlined above, the USA would not call on the·>,..: · 

EEC to.carry out its dirty work but instead would trust trre free 

judgement of the Europeans and the positive and stabilising aspects 

of the process of integration. 

This summary was prepared by Stefano Silvestri on the basis of 

notes taken by Franca Gusmaroli and Bona Pozzoli during the meeting. 


